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ABSTRACT 
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The end of the Middle Bronze Age in Palestine during the 16th century 

B.C. E. coincides with the expulsion of the Hyksos and the rise of the 18th 

Dynasty in Egypt. During the transitional period between the Middle Bronze 

Age and the Late Bronze Age in Palestine (circa. 16th~15th century B.C.E.), 

many sites that had enjoyed prosperity in the Middle Bronze Age su^ered 

destruction that was so devastating that they were left abandoned until the Late 

Bronze Age I period. What exactly happened to cause such prosperous sites to 

be destroyed and abandoned during the transitional period? 

To answer this question, we have surveyed Egyptian texts from Ahmose 

to Thutmosis III and ten key sites: Hazor, Megiddo, Shechem, Shiloh, Jericho, 

Gezer, Tell Beit Mirsim, Tell el-'Ajjul, Tell el-Far'ah (South) and Tell 

el-Dab'a (Avaris). The results are as follows: 

Destruction was observed at all sites with the exception of Megiddo, 

Tell el-Fa'ah (South) and perhaps Tell el-Dab'a, whose graves were 

thoroughly plundered. There is a consistency in the date of destruction; it 

occurred in the MB/LB transition while Jericho was destroyed sometime in the 
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Middle Bronze Age. Sites after destruction also show some consistency; They 

experienced overall collapse as gaps of occupation followed. 

The fact that Egyptians, led by Ahmose, plundered the graves of Avaris, 

suggests that the action was punitive. After establishing his campaign 

residence at Avaris, Ahmose planned to break the power of the Hyksos in 

southern Palestine and attacked Shamhen. Thutmosis Ill's claim that he took 

119 cities might not be an exaggeration: His siege of Megiddo lasted seven 

months, which would have allowed the Egyptians to dispatch auxiliary forces 

against other cities. 

After considering various causes that could account for destruction, we 

have concluded that the only one that can explain why destruction consistently 

occurred in the same phase, and why gaps of occupation consistently followed 

destruction, is the Egyptian campaigns. 



CHAPTER 1 
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INTRODUCTION 

After 2000 B.C.E., a major transformation occurred in Palestine that 

initiated the Middle Bronze Age. Sites that were previously abandoned were 

reoccupied and urbanization was resumed. Palestine saw a period of rapid 

recovery and reached its zenith toward the end of the Middle Bronze Age. 

Besides cultural prosperity, one of the characteristics of the period is that 

nearly all sites of various sizes were fortiHed with city walls (Dever 

1987:150-154). 

The end of the Middle Bronze Age in Palestine during the 16th century 

B.C.E. coincides with the expulsion of the Hyksos and the rise of the 18th 

Dynasty in Egypt. During the transitional period between the Middle Bronze 

Age and the Late Bronze Age in Palestine (circa. 16th~15th century B.C.E.), 

many sites that had enjoyed prosperity in the Middle Bronze Age suffered 

destruction that was so devastating that many sites were left abandoned until 

the Late Bronze Age I period. 

What exactly happened to cause such prosperous sites to be destroyed 
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and abandoned during the transitional period, 1500-1450 B.C.E. (henceforth 

MB/LB transition)? To begin our quest to answer this question, we will review 

previous research, evaluate the previous attempts to provide an explanation, 

and present strategies in this thesis to And a solution. 

Any discussion of this era in Palestine must begin with a chronology of 

Egypt because it was the Egyptian New Kingdom that dominated the region in 

the following Late Bronze Age. In our discussion, we agree with Kitchen's 

neutral position that allows two chronologies: a ^high' and a 'low' gathered 

from various alternatives (1989:49-52). For convenience, we adopt the low 

chronology that seems to command more adherents (see Table 1).' 

'High or Low debates depend on the location where Sothic sightings were observed. For 
instance, the low chronology assumes that the sightings took place at Elephantine while 
the high chronology locates the sightings at Memphis. Regrettably, the current evidence 
available is not sufficient to determine a dependable, accurate, and acceptable absolute 
chronology for Egypt during the Bronze Age (Ward 1992:63; cf. Dever 1992b: 16). 
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Table 1: Egyptian Chronology 

High Low 

Ahmose 
Amenhotep I 
Thutmosis I 
Thutmosis Q 
Hatshepsut 
Thutmosis IH 

1550-1525 B.C£. 
1525-1504 B.C£. 
1504-1492 B.C.E. 
1492-1479 B.C£. 
1479-1457 B.C£. 
1479-1425 B.C.E. 

1539-1514 B.C.E. 
1514-1493 B.C.E. 
1493-1481 B.C.E. 
1481-1479 B.C.E. 
1467'-1457 B.C.E. 
1479-1425 B.C.E. 

'Helck 1989:26 

1.1 E*revious Research 

The period in question spans from the campaigns of Ahmose, the 

expulsion of Hyksos, the campaigns of Thutmosis III and the establishment of 

the Egyptian empire in Palestine. Based on the information, Albright stated, 

"The Egyptian conquest of Palestine about the middle of the sixteenth century 

ushers us into the Late Bronze Age" (1956:96). 

Kenyon suggested that the break in site occupation at the end of the 

Middle Bronze Age could be ascribed either to Egyptian campaigns or to the 

Asiatics expelled from Egypt after the fall of Avaris (1973:528). She first 

opted for the latter, but later changed her position and ascribed the break of 

occupation to conquest by an Egyptian army (Kenyon 1979:180). The 
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excavation of Tell el-Dab'a, Hyksos capital of Avaris, has uncovered Asiatic 

material culture (Bietak 1979:232), and thus rendered the Asiatic conquest of 

their distant cousins in Palestine unlikely (Dever 1985:81). 

Redford denied that the Palestinian sites were destroyed by the 

Egyptians. He indicated that Egyptian campaigns of the early 18^'* dynasty 

were confined to one or two per reign and cannot be invoked to explain the 

widespread destruction in Palestinian sites (1979:273). Redford's doubts were 

shared by Shea, who insisted that there is litde inscriptional evidence from 

Egypt to indicate that the Egyptians had anything to do with these destructions 

(1979:3). 

Contrary to Redford and Shea, Weinstein (1981:5) has indicated that 

there is both archaeological and textual evidence that points to the Egyptians 

as being responsible for the majority of site devastations. Weinstein affirmed 

that the Egyptians were responsible for all the destructions which occurred in 

the southern and inland regions during MB/LB transition. The objective of the 

Egyptian military operations toward Palestine was to defeat and eliminate the 

hated Hyksos who had reigned a part of Egypt until their expulsion from Egypt 

by Ahmose. After examining geographical distribution of Hyksos royal-name 
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scarabs, Weinstein identified the principal center of Hyksos power in Palestine 

with the southern and inland regions of Palestine (1981:8-10). 

Weinstein's article (1981) seems to have convinced many scholars. By 

the mid-eighties, the Egyptian conquest of Canaan during the MB/LB 

transition was "universally accepted" (Gonen 1984:61). The model affirms 

that a long series of Egyptian campaigns repelled the Hyksos into Palestine, as 

attested by violent destruction levels at nearly every known Palestinian site at 

the end of MBm or on the MBIII/LBI horizon (Dever 1985:73). 

The Egyptian conquest of Palestine seems to explain archaeological 

data. Some sites, especially Shechem, accumulated several rapid phases of 

construction and showed the hasty repair of successive partial destructions. 

This suggests a frantic last-ditch effort at several sites towards the end of 

MBm (Dever 1985:74). 

Bienkowski, on the other hand, thinks that there is no definite evidence 

that the Egyptians followed the Hyksos any further than Sharuhen. He 

attributes devastation during the MB/LB transition to fighting and mutual 

destruction between the MB Palestinian towns. He suggested that the influx 

of Asiatics from Egypt caused tension, population pressure and tribal rivalries 
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(1986:127-128). 

Archaeological records, however, do not support the internal warfare 

suggested by Bienkowski. MBI~III period (ca. 2(XX)~15(X) B.C.E.) was one 

of continuous and peaceful development that culminated in the homogenous 

and prosperous MBIII culture. There were no major destructions until the end. 

It is, in fact, difficult to divide the MB period (Dever 1985:73). 

1.1.1. Recent Challenges 

Scholars seemed to have reached consensus as to the cause of many site 

destructions during the MB/LB transition: It is attributed to Egyptians. 

However, two scholars have recently challenged the Egyptian conquest model. 

They are Hoffmeier (1989) and Na'aman (1994). 

1.1.1.1 Textual Approach by Hoffmeier (1989) 

Hoffmeier approaches the issue by a textual perspective. Having 

examined Egyptian texts from the time of Ahmose to Thutmosis m, he 

concludes that the Egyptian texmal evidence simply does not account for the 

widespread destruction of MBin Palestine. Because there is no literary 
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evidence, he is skeptical of southern Canaan as the epicenter of Egyptian 

military operations. His confidence in texts is apparent in his statement that his 

conclusion could all change with the discovery of new texts (1989:190). 

The example of Ho^ineier's textual argument is found in the 

identification of Sharuhen (Tell el-'Ajjul). According to Ahmose si Abena, a 

naval officer, the Hyksos fled to the city for safety after the fall of Avaris. The 

Egyptians pursued them and sieged it. 

There are two candidates for Sharuhen: Tell el-'Ajjul or Tell el-Far'ah 

(S). The fact that Ahmose si Abena was a naval officer indicates that his 

military activity was mosdy naval, which suggests a coastal location for 

Sharuhen (Kempinski 1974:149). Tell el-'Ajjul is located along the Via Maris 

while Tell el-Far*ah (S) is situated at the Wadi Ghazzeh, which protects a route 

from the Via Maris to Beersheba. The former was destroyed at the end of 

MB 111 while the latter was abandoned from the end of MBIII into LBHA 

(Weinstein 1991:106). LBIA remains at Tell el-'Ajjul include tombs and 

Palace in with a double cartouche of Thutmosis m and Hatshepsut, stamped 

on the wall of a large storage jar (Kempinski 1974:148). The excavation at 

Tell el-Far'ah(S), on the other hand, uncovered no stratigraphic level 
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attributable to 16''' to IS'** century B.C.E. The site has shown only a trace of 

use in the LBI period (Weinstein 1991:106). Therefore, Sharuhen has been 

identified with Tell el-'Ajjul. 

Hoffineier, however, challenges the identification. According to him, 

there is nothing to suggest from the si Abena text that Sharuhen was leveled. 

Based on this lexical conclusion, he presents his case. Because "the Hyksos 

empire" in southern Palestine is an unwarranted notion, he argues that the 

assumption that the Hyksos fled to the largest city in southern Palestine is 

unfounded. He continues that one can only wonder why these fellow Hyksos 

did not come to the aid of their ally when Avaris was under siege. He states 

that there is no evidence that such an appeal went to Canaan, or that aid came, 

and that the Hyksos may have been militarily in a better position to take the 

smaller site. Tell el-Far'ah(S) instead of larger coastal city at Tell el-'Ajjul 

(1989:184). 

Concerning the coastal location for Sharuhen, Hoffineier insists that 

naval officer Ahmose si Abena's presence at Sharuhen does not require its 

coastal location because he could have marched inland from a port. He cites 

the account that the officer sailed north and then followed the king on foot 
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while the king rode on his chariot against Avaris (1989:184). 

Hoffrneier, then, attempts to undermine the fact that Tell el-'Ajjul was 

destroyed at the end of MBIU while Tell el-Far'ah(S) was not. He indicates 

that Sharuhen must have suffered little or no damage because it was occupied 

by Egyptian troops when Thutmosis III invaded Palestine on his first 

campaign. Finally, he mentions that Ahmose si Abena's description of the 

siege and subsequent plundering of Sharuhen cannot be used to explain the 

destruction of MB III Tell el-'Ajjul since Sharuhen might have surrendered 

after a three year siege (1989:184). 

Having concentrated on dismantling the Egyptian conquest model, 

Hoffmeier in the end provides no alternative explanation for the MB/LB 

transition. But having no solution, according to him, is better than having one 

that lacks historical evidence (1989:190). 

1.1.1.2 Hurrian Invasion Theory by Na'aman (1994) 

Unlike Hoftmeier, Na'aman proposes an alternative reconstruction for 

the MB/LB transition in Palestine. While Hoffaieier relies largely on textual 

evidence, Na'aman claims to have a coherent historical and archaeological 
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explanation for the destructive nature of the MB/LB transition in the sixteenth 

century B.C.E. (1994:176). 

Dismissing the Egyptian conquest model, Na'aman proposes the 

Hurrian hypothesis. The hypothesis is as follows: the urban culture of 

Palestine had gradually crumbled before it was conquered by Thutmosis III. 

Hurrians from the north had infiltrated into Palestine since the seventeenth 

century, and in particular during the sixteenth century B.C.E. They played a 

major role in the collapse of the Canaanite urban system. Towns and villages 

in the inner parts of Canaan were gradually sacked and ruined by the 

newcomers. The roads were blocked, trades were disrupted, and the crops in 

the fields were despoiled. Finally, major Canaanite centers were conquered 

and destroyed (1994:183). 

Further contribution to the collapse of the Canaanite urban system was 

made by the fall of the Hyksos Dynasty and the conquest of Sharuhen (Tell 

el-'Ajjul). When Thutmosis HI conquered and subdued Canaan ca. 1457 

B.C.E. (or 1468 B.C.E.), it was already weakened, partly desolated and a 

ruined country. The Pharaoh took the central hill country and the Shephelah 

region (except Gezer) without a fight (1994:183). 
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In order to support the presupposition that large scale Hurrian 

infiltration occurred in the seventeenth and sixteenth century Na'aman 

provides the following data: 

(1) Five cuneiform tablets unearthed at Gezer, Shechem, Hebron, and 

Hazor contain Hurrian personal names (1994:176). 

(2) A group of metal objects from Shiloh indicate the presence of 

northern groups in that period (1994:176-177; Finkelstein & Brandl 1985:25). 

(3) According to Na'aman, there are two destructions at Megiddo. 

Stratum IX is certainly the city conquered by Thutmosis in ca. 1457 (or 1468) 

B.C.E. Stratum X has already been destroyed by a "northern ruler' whose heir 

defended Megiddo against the Pharaoh (1994:184). 

(4) The four sites that have produced the cuneiform tablets—Gezer, 

Shechem, Hebron, and Hazor—rendered "elements of northern origin" 

(1994:176). 

(5) The Ta'anach tablets in LBI period contain the personal names, 

one-third of which are Hurrian (1994:177; Clock 1971:30). 

(6) Since the time of Thutmosis m, the Egyptians described the 

inhabitants of Syria-Palestine as "Humi" and the term became a geographical 
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name from the time of Thutmosis FV onwards (1994:177; Gardiner 

1947:180-187). 

(7) The rulers in Canaan described in the Amama letters, bear the 

northern names (1994:177-179). 

(8) Regarding archaeological evidence for the infiltration of Hurrians 

into Canaan, lack of evidence is not enough to deny the migration. The reason 

is that there are only scanty material remains of newcomers such as the Old 

Assyrian merchants in Cappadocia and the Neo-Assyrians in the late eighth 

century B.C.E. (1994:179). 

(9) A few wealthy LBI tombs at Megiddo and Ta'anach suggest the 

presence of the town nobility. The tombs might belong to "the new nobility 

who had conquered and destroyed the two cities and subsequendy became 

lords of the rebuilt town" (1994:179). 

1.1.2 Respondents 

Both challenges have been met by swift responses by Dever (1990; 

1998) and Weinstein (1991). Their responses are as follows: 
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1.1.2.1 Textual Approach 

Based on philological analysis, Hoffineier has indicated that Sharuhen 

and Megiddo were "besieged" (hmst) and "plundered" (h3k). not "destroyed" 

(the terms ski/sksk and hb3 do not occur here). However, both possible 

sites for Sharuhen, Tell el-Far'ah (S) and Tell el-*Ajjul, show a major break in 

occupation during the MB/LB transition. Megiddo also exhibits a major break 

during the transition from Stratum IX to Vm, where new pottery styles were 

introduced; the town plan underwent radical changes; and occupation posed a 

possible gap (Dever 1990:75). 

Thus, Hoffmeier's position can be held only if destruction of a site 

means the leveling of the city as he maintains (Hoffmeier 1989:184). Yet, the 

concept of wholesale destruction cannot be fiiUy supported. Destructions at 

many sites during Egypdan campaigns are observed mostly in the gate area 

and at major buildings. Therefore, Dever (1990:76) suggests that the intent of 

the Egyptian operations was primarily to terrorize the population in order to 

prevent future resistance, and to facilitate Pharaoh's propaganda. It is 

reasonable strategy that most parts of cities and the population were left intact 

in order to generate future revenue for Pharaoh. Hoffoieier has misunderstood 



what constitutes an archaeological destruction during the MB/LB period 

(Dever 1990:76).' 

Hoffmeier's entire argument about "plundered" (h3k) relies solely on 

the identiflcation of Tell el-Far'ah (S) as Sharuhen. No defense of this 

identification, however, has been offered since the time of Albright who 

stated merely that the site of Tell el-Far'ah (S) was exceedingly strong and 

that the topographic location was admirably adapted for Sharuhen (1929:7). 

Present consensus is that Tell el-'Ajjul is the viable candidate for Sharuhen. 

Because Sharuhen is described in text as ''plundered" (h3k). while the site is 

actually destroyed, Hoffmeier's argument falls apart and his approach of 

reconstructing Egyptian actions in Palestine based only on the text is negated 

(Weinstein 1991:107,112). 

Hoffmeier's text-only approach leaves no room for archaeology to play 

a serious role in historical reconstruction. Revision to his position is possible 

only if some new texts become available (Hoffmeier 1989:190). This 

methodology, Weinstein (1991:111) indicates, can offer only a negative 

'Hoffmeier, in his response, states that only a presupposition of Egyptian conquest led one 
to label Gezer Stratum 7 an Egyptian destruction (1990:86). 
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assessment of the data, resulting in no coherent interpretation of the 

widespread destructions and abandonments during the MB/LB transition in 

Palestine. This is evident in Hoffmeier's conclusion that having no solution is 

better than having one that lacks historical evidence (1989:190).^ 

1.1.2.2 Hurrian Invasion Theory 

Na'aman's proposal is thoroughly refuted by Dever (1998). Dever 

points out flaws in the data supposedly proving the Hurrian infiltration in the 

17th-16th century B.C.E. as follows: 

(1) All of the tablets from Gezer, Shechem, Hebron, and Hazor are out 

of archaeological context. Dating them to the Middle Bronze Age is unreliable 

(Dever 1998:96). The two Gezer tablets were found in a LB ^ or possibly 

from the MBm destruction debris (Shaffer 1970:111; Dever 1970:54-55). 

The Shechem tablet was unearthed in the old German excavations without firm 

stratigraphy (Albright 1942:29,31). The Hebron tablet was found in salvage 

^offineier (1991:122) in his rejoinder to Weinstein, repeated his suggestion that internal 
warfare might have caused the destruction of some sites as proposed by Bienkowski 
(1986:128). 
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excavations that cannot determine the archaeological context (Anbar & 

Na'aman 1986:3). The Hazor tablet was found by a visitor in a dumping 

ground (Hallo & Tadmor 1977:2). 

(2) A group of metal objects from Shiloh belongs to standard local 

MBn-in repertoir. The lugged axe alone (Finkelstein & Brandl 1985:21) is 

probably an import from Syria (Dever 1998:97). Those implements do not 

imply Hurrian infiltration. 

(3) There is only one destruction at Megiddo. The only destruction, 

according to most scholars, is in Stratum IX and attributed to Thutmosis III 

(Aharoni 1993:1010; Gonen 1987:97). Dever suggests that the destruction is 

in Stratum X (Dever 1992:7,17; 1998:97). In any case, extra destruction does 

not exist and there is no evidence for Na'aman's claim that a northern ruler 

destroyed Stratum X and his heir defended Megiddo against Thutmosis III. 

(4) The four sites that have produced the cuneiform tablets—Gezer, 

Shechem, Hebron, and Hazor—have the standard Syro-Palestinian material 

culture. This assemblage can be labeled Canaanite, not Hurrian. In fact, items 

of Hurrian material culture such as '^Mitannian" cylinder seals and "Nuzi" 

wares are absent in Palestine throughout the MB/LBI periods (Dever 
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1998:97-99). 

(5) The Ta*anach LBI texts containing Human names indicate that 

Palestine consisted of a multi-cultural population. They are not evidence for 

the Hurrians having dominated Palestine in 16^ century B.C.E. It is not until 

the Amama age that Hurrian names in Palestine became proportionally 

significant, well after the Na'aman's proposed Hurrian conquest (Dever 

1998:99,101). 

(6) Egyptian New Kingdom texts use the name "Hurru" to describe 

Canaan. However, by the Amama age, the term represents the people of 

Canaan, not the Hurrian political entity (Dever 1998:100). Moreover, Knapp 

(1993:47) has pointed out that the equation of Kharu with the Hurrians seems 

to be totally inappropriate, given our current state of knowledge. 

(7) The Amama letters indicate that Hurrian-derived elites were present 

in Canaan, but they do not constitute Hurrian polity in Palestine that would 

have existed if the Hurrian had conquered the country. It was Egyptians who 

established an empire in Palestine after the time of Thutmosis HI. City-states 

in Palestine, after the widespread destmctions and abandonment of many, 

became vassals to the Egyptian Pharaohs (Dever 1998:100). 
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(8) Na'aman claims that material remains of other newcomers—the Old 

Assyrians and the Neo-Assyrians—are scanty just as those of the Hurrians. 

The presence of the Old Assyrians in significant numbers is known from texts 

at early 2"'' millennium Kultepe/Kanish in Anatolia. These Old Assyrians, 

however, were merchants who established peaceful permanent residence in a 

trading-colony. This is irrelevant to the discussion of the Hurrian infiltration 

and conquest (Dever 1998:100). 

The Neo-.\ssyrians certainly conquered Palestine in the late S"' century 

B.C.E. Many archaeological remains, contrary to Na'aman's claim, indicate 

Assyrian presence after the 8'*' century B.C.E. destruction. Those remains 

include Assyrian-style palaces, brick-vaulted granaries, bit-hilani structures, 

and Assyrian *Talace Wares." Therefore, lack of positive material evidence 

may be enough to deny Hurrian conquest (Dever 1998:101). 

(9) A few wealthy LSI burials at Megiddo and Ta'anach do not suggest 

that they may belong to the new northern nobility who had conquered and 

destroyed the two cities and subsequendy became lords of the rebuilt town. 

With regard to Megiddo tombs, Gonen (1992:46) states nothing about 

"northern elements" in them, but that they indicate perhaps a '^military 
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aristocracy" (Dever 1998:101). As for Ta'anach tombs, while an incoming 

aristocracy is suggested, the excavator's conclusion is that a thorough 

investigation is necessary to determine their origins (Lapp 1969:28). 

Therefore, no data support Na'aman's claim that large scale Hurrian 

infiltration occurred in the 17'*' and 16''' cenmry B.C.E. 

1.2 Critique 

In evaluating previous research, methodology first needs to be 

considered. Hoffineier's textual approach without a doubt has significant 

limitation in reconstructing the MB/LB transition. Because it allows 

archaeology to play a little role in historical reconstruction, it results in 

intelligent but speculative argument. For example, in order to support his 

opinion that Sharuhen is Tell el-Far'ah instead of Tell el-'Ajjul, Hoffmeier 

resorts to an unconvincing argument that can be interpreted as evidence for 

either alternative. Concerning the coastal location for Sharuhen, for instance, 

Hoffmeier insists that naval officer Ahmose si Abena's presence at Sharuhen 

does not require its coastal location because he could have marched inland 

from a port. He cites the account that the officer sailed north and then followed 
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the king on foot while the king rode on his chariot against Avaris (Ho^meier 

1989:184). All this clarifies is that the evidence can support both potential 

locations for Sharuhen. This is hardly a support for his position, but he offers 

similar arguments as evidence for his opinion. 

As Weinstein (1991:111) warns, Hoffineier's approach results in 

negatively assessed data and lacks coherent interpretation of the destruction 

during the MB/LB transition. This may be sufficient for historical speculation, 

as he demonstrated with regard to the identification of Sharuhen, but 

insufficient for true historical reconstruction of the period. Therefore, the text 

only approach must be rejected as a viable method to tackle the issue."^ 

In contrast, Na'aman attempts to offer a coherent historical and 

archaeological reconstruction for the MB/LB transition. While his approach is 

admirable, the result is less than desirable. His proposal for the Hurrian 

invasion hypothesis has serious flaws in his use of the archaeological data as 

thoroughly described by Dever (1998). A notable example is Na*aman's use 

of the tablets out of archaeological context. They cannot be safely dated to the 

'^cause Hoffineier offers no alternative explanation for the transition, his contribution is 
limited to his own reading of the Egyptian texts apart from ANET (cf Jioffineier 1990:84). 
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Middle Bronze Age, thereby, providing no support for the alleged Hurrian 

infiltration in the 17"* and 16'*' century B.C.E. (Dever 1998:96) The lesson 

learned from Na'aman's mistake is that historical reconstruction can be wrong 

even if the employed method is correct. 

Next, we consider the explanations proposed, especially internal 

warfare, as the cause of the destructions of many Canannite city-states. 

Bienkowski has suggested that influx of Asiatics from Egypt led to population 

pressure and tribal rivalries which in turn resulted in fighting and mutual 

destruction of Palestinian cities (1986; 128). In other words, the Middle 

Bronze Age city-states mutually destroyed, or collapsed without the direct 

intervention of the Egyptians. 

Though internal warfare can be a plausible cause for destruction, it may 

not cause the wholesale collapse of Palestinian cities. According to the 

important study of collapse by Tainter (1988:89) and Yoffee & Cowgill 

(1988), conflicts between Canannite city-states would have led to cycles of 

expansion and contraction rather than to collapse. Had the internal warfare 

actually occurred, expansion and contraction of city-states would have 

followed, not abandonment or collapse. In other words, if the city states 
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during the MB/LB transition had collapsed, or suffered overall hiatus in 

occupation, internal warfare could not have been the cause of destruction. 

This warrants our investigation in that Middle Bronze Age Palestine, which 

had enjoyed continuous peace throughout the period, indeed collapsed at the 

end. 

Hurrian invasion theory shares the view that MB Palestine collapsed 

without the direct intervention of the Egyptians. It affirms that because of 

Hurrian inflltration, Canaan had already been weakened, partly desolated and 

ruined when Thutmosis III conquered the country in 1457 (or 1468) B.C.E. 

(Na'aman 1994:183). The problems of the supporting data claimed by 

Na'aman are thoroughly dealt with by Dever (1998) as above. Though the 

existence of some elite Hurrians are attested in the Amama letters, they were 

not the agents of destruction in the MB/LB transition. 

What is now clear is that no model that minimizes the role of the 

Egyptians is feasible. Some have suggested a model that combines various 

factors such as Egyptian campaigns, internecine war, earthquake,^ and so forth 

^Amiran (1950-51; 1952) has compiled the earthquake catalogue of Palestine dating back 
to the 1  ̂century B.C£. According to the study, Palestine has experienced two to five 
(continued in next page) 
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(Hoftmeier 1990:87). This is an appealing solution: explaining a complex 

problem by listing multiple potential causes. However, only the Egyptian 

campaigns have potential of been supported by evidence. 

This leads us to the Egyptian conquest model. The role of Egyptians 

cannot be minimized in order to produce a coherent historical reconstruction 

of the period. The strength of this model is no doubt the ability to explain the 

destruction that so many cities underwent during the MB/LB transition. It has 

potential of correlating destruction levels with the campaigns of Egyptian 

pharaohs, though such attempt may be difficult.^ The list of sites showing the 

destructions and abandonments has been compiled by Dever (1985:70-72), but 

since then, archaeological data have been growing and need to be updated. 

Thus, comprehensive review of accumulating evidence is necessary to show 

strong earthquakes per century, one or two of which may exceed the level of severe damage 
(Amiran 1952:49-51). This renders earthquake a plausible cause for destructions of 
Palestinian cities. However, it must be supported archaeologically by hard evidence such 
as displaced section of city wall. I fiilly agree with Dever (1992a:32'*') in his statement that 
earthquake destruction will leave traces in the archaeological record that we should be able 
to discern, given appropriate methods of observation and analysis. 

^unimovitz (1995:322) indicates that destruction layers from the end of the 17"* and the 
beginning of the 16"' centuries B.C.E. were arbitrarily related to Ahmose and his 
successors. Thus, re-examining excavator's such conclusions will be necessarily. 
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whether the Egyptian campaigns are to be the cause of many (if not ail) site 

destructions. 

1.3 Strategies of this research 

In our quest for understanding the cause(s) of site destructions during 

the MB/LB transition, we must pay special attention to the term "destruction." 

When the Egyptian texts mention that a city is "plundered," is it simply 

plundered, or is it destroyed?^ What do we mean archaeologically when we 

say, "a site is destroyed"? Defining this key term is essential to clarify and 

solve the problem. 

Once the agenda is determined, what kind of approach should be used 

for historical reconstruction? Approaches that scholars have applied to 

reconstruction can be divided into three categories. (1) Textual approach: 

allowing no room for archaeology to play a role in historical reconstruction 

(Hoffineier 1989). (2) Limited role of archaeology; using archaeology to 

support the view already arrived at on other grounds (Kuhrt 1997; cf. Aufrecht 

^Hasel (1994) has made a similar auempt to clarify the term '^seed" in the Memeptah 
Stela. 
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1999). (3) Dialogue between textual and archaeological data: allowing both 

textual study and archaeology to play an integrated role in history writing 

(Horseley 1995a & 1995b; Meyers 1995). This thesis applies the third 

approach because "today, an ancient history which is not bom of both textual 

and archaeological data, is no history at all" (Aufrecht 1999:58). 

Within the discipline of archaeology, this historical approach can be 

called post-processual archaeology (Hodder 1991). Since the issue is 

concerned with the cause(s) of destruction during the MB/LB transition, the 

post-processual approach that can effectively address agent(s) of destruction is 

more suitable than processual archaeology, which tends to bury such agent in 

covering laws.® This does not mean total denial of New Archaeology which 

has positively influenced Palestinian archaeology as detailed by Oever (1981). 

It simply means that the historical approach is appropriate for the issue under 

consideration. 

The procedure of research is first to survey sites during the MB/LB 

transition, paying special attention to "destructions" and the diagnostic pottery 

^For instance, after observing the crises at the end of the Middle Bronze Age with rank-
size analyses, Bunimovitz (1995:323) has successfully disregarded the agents of collapse. 
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unearthed in them. The archaeological data, then, will be considered along 

with Egyptian texts (Chapter 2). This is followed by interpretation and 

synthesis clarifying "destruction" and the cause(s) of site-destructions in the 

period (Chapter 3). 
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SITES AND EGYPTIAN DOCUMENTS 

2.1 Site Survey 

In this section we will conduct site surveys during the MB/LB 

transition. Table 2 is the list of sites with possible MBIII destructions 

including the ten sites surveyed in the following sections: Hazor, Meggido, 

Shechem, Shiloh, Jericho, Gezer, Tell Beit Mirsim, Tell el-'Ajjul, Tell 

ei-Far'ah (South), and Tell el-Dab'a. 

Attention is given to the description of destruction, may it be a 

collapsed building, burnt debris and so forth. Diagnostic wares found in 

destructions are particularly important since they provide clues as to the date 

of destruction. They are Bichrome, Monochrome, White Slip I, Base Ring I, 

Chocolate-on-White, and Syrian-style Gray Lustrous wares (Dever 1992b: 16). 

Bichrome/Monochrome wares are painted in black and/or red. White Slip 

wares are decorated with geometric patterns in orange or brown on a white 

slip. Base Ring wares are characterized by a thin, dark metallic ware with a 

shiny surface and plastic or painted white decoration. 
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Table 2: SITE LIST—possible MBQI destruction 

Upper Jordan Vallev Sites 
Dan 
Hazor 

Middle and Lower Jordan Vallev Sites 
Beth Shan 
Pella 
Tell el-Hayyat 
Jericho 
Tel Kitan 

Jezreel Vallev Sites 
"Afula 
Megiddo 
Tel Qashish 
Tel Qiri 
Ta'anach 
Jokneam (Yoqne'am) 
Tel 2!eror 

Samaria Sites 
Dothan 
Tell el-Far"ah (North) 
Shechem (Tel Balatah) 
Shiloh 

Judea Sites 
Tel Batash (Tininah) 
Beth-Shemesh 
Beth-Zur 
Bethel 
Tell Beit Mirsim 
Gezer 
Gibeon 
Tel Halif 
Tel Hebron 
Lachish 
Jerusalem 
Nahal Rephaim 

Manahat 

Northern Coastal Plain Sites 
Achzib 
Tel Kabri 
Tell Keisan (Tel Kison) 
Nahariya 

Coastal Plain Sites (South of Carmel) 
Tell el-"Ajjul 
Tell el-Far" ah (South) 
Aphek 
Ashdod 
Ashkelon 
Dor 
Tel Gerisa (Tell Jerishe) 
Tel Haror 
Tel Hefer (Tell el-Ifshar) 
Jaffa 
Tell Jemmeh 
Tel Megadim 
Tel Mevorakh 
Tel Michai (Mikhal) 
Tel Mor 
Tel Nagila 
Tel Sera" (Tell esh-Shari"a) 
Yavneh-Yam 

Beersheba Plain Sites 
Tel Malhata 
Tel Masos (Khirbet el-Mashash) 

Tell el-Dab'a (Hyksos capital Avaris) 
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Chocolate-on-White wares are painted in brown on a thick white slip (Stem 

1993:1535-1540). Grey Lustrous wares are of grey clay covered with a grey 

or black slip that was polished to a luster (Leonard 1989; 11). The destruction 

layer without the wares may be early, namely, later MBIIL The presence of 

the wares indicates that the destruction layer is slightly later, or MB/LB 

transition (Dever 1992b: 16). The post-destruction era also warrants our 

attention because it may be a key to the cause(s) of destruction. 

2.1.1 Hazor 

The various excavation areas show that the nature of the transition from 

the Middle to the Late Bronze Age is not uniform. Some show no sign of 

destruction while others do (Ben-Tor et al 1997:4). 

In Area A (Upper City temple), smooth and uninterrupted transition was 

observed.' This has led to the grouping of all four phases of local stratum 9 

"Trench 500 (Plan XVT), however, revealed mudbrick debris that was interpreted as tlie result 
of destruction (Yadin et al 1989:49-52). 
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(9D-9A) under one heading.' No change was observed in Wall orientations 
€ 

throughout that period. There was no destruction layer between Local Phase 

9C of MB and 9B of LB I (Ben-Tor et al 1997:4). 

The Area H temple (Lower City) has also rendered evidence of a 

peaceful transition. In stratum 3 (MB II), a large building 2175 was 

uncovered. This was the first in a series of four temples built one on top of the 

other. The stratum 2 (LB I) temple has an identical plan in all its details to that 

of stratum 3 (MB II). The only exception was an increase in the height of the 

rooms' floors and some minor interior changes (Yadin et al 1989:215-223). 

Area K (Lower City) does not seem to have evidence of destruction 

either. The excavation unearthed a gate and two sections of the city wall 

adjoining each of the gate towers. No change in the overall plan of the 

fortifications was observed in stratum 2 (LB I) since previous era. There has 

been continuous use of the stratum 3 (MB II) gate's southern tower and the 

'Phases 9I>-9C-9B-9A correspond to general strata PreXVII-XVII-XVI-XV respectively 
(Ben-Tor etal 1997:162-1^). 

'Hazor excavation applies Albright chronology to the Middle Bronze Age. 
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northern and southern city walls."^ Stratum 2 rendered a rise in levels in 

comparison to the preceding stratum (Yadin et al 1989:276-286). 

In Area B (Upper City), only limited soundings reached Middle and 

Late Bronze Age strata. Thus, allocating the architectural finds to specific 

strata was not possible. A large mudbrick structure 3351, probably a citadel, 

was discovered. The excavators state that the date of the destruction of 3351 

is supplied by Burial 3314. The tomb had been cut into the mudbrick mass of 

the wall. Judging from the pottery, this storage jar burial dates to the MB 11 

when the citadel stood in ruin. This locus, according to the excavators, 

probably relates to the short time span during which the citadel stood in ruin 

(Yadin et al 1989:70-73). However, later publication notes that nothing 

appears to have been found thus far in the archaeological record which points 

to the existence of an MB II phase for which only burials exist (Ben-Tor et al 

1997:163). 

In Area C (Lower City), a thick layer of ashes (PI. XXVI, 3) was 

uncovered over wide areas, separating the stratum 3 (MB II) structures from 

'Yadin thinks that the stratum 3 casemate wall was destroyed (1972:62). 
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Stratum 2 (LB I) (Yadin et al 1960:77). The whole of stratum 3, built in the 

second half of MB II, ended with conflagration at the end of that period (Yadin 

et al 1958:73). Three ft'agments of Cypriot Monochrome ware were 

discovered in the stratum 3 (PI. CXV, 7-9). According to the excavators, bowl 

No. 8 can be attributed with certainty to stratum 3. Bowls 7 and 9 are possibly 

to be assigned to stratum 2, having been found in the filling of the stratum of 

that area. Stratum 2 was built after the complete destruction, although the 

stratum 3 walls in the comer of Walls 6059 and 6529 were continuously in use 

(Yadin etal 1960.90-92). 

In Area P, the southeastern part of the lower city, another gate was 

discovered. The gate is located in the lower city, but it is close enough to the 

eastern slope of the upper city to serve as the main entryway to the 

governmental and administrative area of Hazor. Four successive floors were 

identified in room L.14I3 (Section V.2, Photos V.5-6). These are, according 

to the excavators, the best evidence for the stratigraphy within the gate tower 

as follows: The earliest is floor L. 1435 of Local Phase D (stramm 4). The 

second is L.1413C, a pavement of small stones which abuts W.1421 and 

probably belongs to Local Phase C (stratum 3). The pottery found upon it, "in 
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a soft ashy layer," consists mainly of late MB II sherds (Fig.V.l:5-19). They 

include a fragment of a Tell el-Yahudiyeh juglet (No. 18) and a fragment of a 

jug painted in black bands (No. 19), possibly a Cypriot import (white painted?). 

The third floor, L. 1413B, is most probably contemporary with subsidiary wall 

W.1432 of Local Phase B (stratum 2 and IB?). It was covered by 

brown-whitish brick material. The pottery found on and above this floor 

(Fig. V. 1:25-28) is LB II. A fourth possible floor may represent a Local Phase 

A (stratum lA) living surface (Ben-Tor 1997:353-357). 

Two floors were detected in room L. 1414 (Photo V.7). The lower phase 

L.1414B (Plan V.2, Photos V.7-8) is attributed to Local Phase D or C (or 

both). It contained MBIIC pottery (Fig.V. 1:20-24). A gray ash layer, similar 

to that in L.1413C, covers L.1414B. These facts and the elevation of the two 

floors led the excavators to the conclusion that they were contemporary, and 

that the destruction of this phase occurred at the end of MBIIC. The upper 

phase in this room is floor L.1414A. Late Bronze Age pottery which can be 

attributed to Local Phase C (stratum 3) was found on this floor 

(Fig. V. 1:29-31), which was covered by a layer of brown-white mudbrick 

material (Ben-Tor et al 1997:357). 
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The gate of Local phase C (stratum 3) seems to have been damaged and 

was rebuilt in Local Phase B (stratum 2), when slight offset or inset was done 

to some of the walls in relation to their predecessors. Hence, there was a 

destruction at the end of the Middle Bronze Age. Soon afterwards, in Local 

Phase B, reconstruction of the gate followed the same plan with minor 

changes. This, according to the excavators, indicates the considerable 

continuity at Hazor from MB IIC to LB I (Ben-Tor et al 1997:382). 

Sunmiary of the above is as follows: 

Stramm XVII ^ XVI 

Area A (Upper City Temple) 

Local Phase 9C ('IsraeU' MBII) ^ 9B (LBI) 

1. smooth and uninterrupted transition 

Are H (Lower City Temple) 

Stratum 3 (MBIT) 

2. peaceful transition 

Stratum 2 (LBI) 
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Area K (Lower City)—a gate and two sections of the city wall 

Stratum 3 (MBII) Stramm 2 (LBI) 

3. no change, continuous use 

Area B (Upper City) 

4. limited soundings, destruction of a citadel? 

Area C (Lower City) 

Stratum 3 (MBn)-^DESTRUCTION ^ Stratum 2 (LBI) 

5. a thick layer of ashes 

6. Cypriot Monochrome in stratum 3, possibly in stratum 2 

Area P (Lower City)—a gate close to the upper city 

Phase D —» Phase C—» DESTRUCTION —»Phase B —>Phase A 

(Str. 4 —»Str. 3 Str. 2 & IB?—»Str. lA) 

7. ashy layer 

Excavators note overall continuity from MBIIC to LBI despite destruction. 
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2.1.2 Megiddo 

No large scale destruction is implied from stratum XI to VIIA. The 

excavators state that partial and often drastic destruction through warfare may 

be granted, while at the same time simple collapse from poor construction may 

be assumed in some instances (Loud 1948; 16). 

In area AA, the vicinity of court 4031 in stratum X shows that the floor 

level rose less than a meter through the period of stratum VIIB. In light of the 

lack of evidence, this probably implies that the floor was altered peacefully 

and intentionally rather than being rebuilt forcefully after destruction (Loud 

1948:16). 

In area BB, stramm IX contains a unit of three deep chambers, 5239. 

A stratum VIII floor seals the unit's existing walls. The chambers, according 

to the excavators, are "substantially built and carefully paved with excellent 

lime floors 4.50 m. below the level to which the other walls of unit 5012 had 

been destroyed" (Loud 1948:102). This description may have led some to the 

conclusion that stratum IX was destroyed probably by Thutmose III (Aharoni 

1993:1010). However, the description is not sufficient to determine the cause 
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of destruction. 

Successive plans existing in strata XI to VILA, partially continued 

through the periods. This fact is evident both in area AA and BB. It is true that 

each stratum saw the introduction of new structures, but the old ones were 

always in reuse (Loud 1948:15-16). 

Sununary of the above is as follows: 

No large scale destruction is implied firom stratum XI (MBIIB) to VIIA 

(Iron lA). 

Area AA 

X (MBnC) — VUB (LBIIB) 

1. peaceful occupation 

Area BB 

X -* IK (LBIA) 

2. continuation 
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2.1.3 Shechem 

The East Gate 

Two Middle Bronze IIC phases were detected in the East Gate: the 

Founding Phase and the Orthostat Phase. The Foundation Phase was 

destroyed by violent conflagration. Remains of ash were found over the early 

floor in the court. There was charred debris at the lower base of the western 

threshold wall. The slope over the rooms related to Wall A was covered by a 

layer of brick debris and ash (Seger 1974:118-122). The towers were burned 

and suffered at least partial destruction. Fallen brick debris from the towers 

above completely covered the steps (Wright 1965:74).' 

In the next Orthostat Phase, the East Gate was reconstructed. The road 

had a new surface up to 2 m. higher than the previous one. The threshold 

crossing under the gate opening had higher footings to deter sapping. The 

south wall along the court, encircling the guardroom stairwell, was rebuilt and 

had a raised stone socket. Large, carefully cut, basalt blocks or orthostats were 

installed on the stone thresholds, a pair on each side of each entryway. Their 

'Fortress Temple lb was also destroyed (Wright 1965:100; Dever 1974:41). 
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top had well-designed edges receiving wooden beams about 33 cm. in width. 

The step area was raised up to the threshold level by the debris of the gate 

containing the disarticulated fragments of at least six human bodies. A new 

street was constructed with marl-mixed field earth (Wright 1965:73-74). 

A second destruction ended the Orthostat Phase. The south guardroom 

stairwell was tilled with 2 m. of brick debris which spilled out through the door 

into the gate's court. The remains of the debris were existent through the 

centuries against the south wall of the court. Bricks of 3 m. depth tilled a 

pocket created by Wall B and the tower outside to the south. Later builders did 

not remove but simply leveled over this debris. The destruction of Wall B 

caused thick masses of brick and carbonized wood to fall inside the city. The 

excavators suggest that an enemy had pulled out enough brick and beams from 

the inside foundations to make the whole mass fall inward on the city, instead 

of outward down the slope. The evidence of a tierce battle was observed in the 

southern set of Orthostats at the inner entryway. According to the excavators, 

one of the stones was dislodged and its comer broken off by a battering-ram. 

It was never again straightened (Wright 1965:74). 

As for the cause of the destructions, the recorded history of the period 
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seems to provide evidence. The excavators are certain that the Egyptian 

conquest of Palestine caused the destructions of Shechem in the process of 

creating the Egyptian empire of the IS'*' Dynasty. The destruction of the 

Foundation Phase is attributed to Ahmose in the final years of his life. The 

destruction of Orthostat Phase is attributed to his successor Amenophis I 

(Wright 1965:45, 75). 

Ceramic evidence was recovered from two phases of destruction. The 

first phase rendered materials from the debris that covered the steps leading 

down from the gate into the city (Seger 1974:124; fig.4). The second phase 

sealed materials with the collapsed brick superstructure of Wall B (1974:126, 

128; figs 5 & 6). Only Middle Bronze Age forms and ware types are 

represented in the repertoire. Notably, Chocolate-on-White wares were found 

in both destructions (1974:123-130; fig.4, Nos. 3, 11, & 35; fig.6, Nos. 8 &9). 

After the destruction, Shechem underwent a gap in occupation. 

Stratigraphy in a section showed a layer of dark-brown field soil. The soils, 

separating the Middle from the Late Bronze Ages, imply that the town was 

used for farming during the gap. Nearly a century had to pass before the town 

would recover and flourish again (Wright 1965:48, 76). 
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Northwest Gate Area 

Building 7200 

Five stratigraphic phases were distinguished in Building 7200 during 

MBnC (ca. 1650-1550 B.C.E.). Three major events of destruction separate 

these phases. In phase 5, Wall A and the original embankment (Glacis B) were 

constructed. Tower 7287 was also built. In phase 4, Wall B (Wall B2) was 

constructed on the summit of the embankment. A powerful defense system 

was created by the building of an embankment (Glacis A) between Wall B and 

Wall A. Nevertheless, Wall B suffered destruction in such a magnitude that 

the succeeding phase saw a major alteration of Wall B and Glacis A (Dever 

1974:31-33). 

In phase 3, the defense system underwent a major transformation. Wall 

B was reconstructed (Wall Bl), and Building 7200 was built on the slopes 

between Walls A and B. It probably served as barracks for a garrison due to its 

proximity to the gate. Only one phase 3 surface was discerned inside the 

buUding, but the exterior street yielded two sub-phases: 3A and B. Phase 3A 
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ended with a conflagration. The destruction of Wail B1 left more than a meter 

of burnt mudbrick remains (Dever 1974:33-37). 

In phase 2, Wall E was hastily constructed with boulders stuck up 

carelessly. Building 7200 similarly underwent hasty repair and reuse. Lime 

mud plaster replaced the original fine plaster floors. A crude tabun was built 

in a room. One course of stones was added to the threshold to match the higher 

street levels in the exterior. Building 7200 and Wall E rendered two phases of 

surfaces: 2B and 2A. Phase 2B saw a partly cobbled street, and phase 2A 

covered the raised threshold of Building 7200. It appears that phase 2A-B was 

short-lived. It sufliered a major destruction, and Building 7200 was 

abandoned. Its debris was never cleared (Dever 1974:37-39). 

In phase 1, an outer wall was added to the partially-ruined Wall E to 

form Casemate Wall E. It lay not only on mudbrick and plaster debris but also 

on the destroyed inner wall of Building 7200. The final MBIIC destruction of 

Shechem ended the Wall, and the remains of burnt mudbrick are still visible to 

this day (Dever 1974:39)." 

"Although four stratigraphic phases within MBIIC were discerned in Building 7300 
'Temple'% no signs of actual destruction were found. This is probably because previous 
excavations had removed all evidence (Dever 1974:43,50). 
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Ceramic evidence was found during the final days of Building 7200 in 

Phase 2. Clearance of the floors uncovered the pottery in situ. Among them 

was a white-slipped ware, one used only in MBIIC (Dever 1974:47, fig. 14:3). 

Chocolate-on-white ware was also found in situ on the Phase 2A lane between 

WaU E and Building 7200 (Dever 1974:47, fig. 14:9). 

Summary of the above is as follows: 

The East Gate (MBIIC) 

The Founding Phase—DESTRUCTION—^ 

'— The Orthostat Phase—DESTRUCTION^gap 

1. First destruction by Ahmose? 

2. Second destruction by Amenophis I? 

3. Chocolate-on-White ware in both destructions 

Northwest Gate Area—Building 7200 (MBIIC) 

Phase 5(WallA,GlacisB)-^Phase 4(WallB,GlacisA)—DESTRUCTION 

L—Phase 3A-B(WaU Bl) -DESTRUCTION—Phase 2B-A(WallE) 

L—DESTRUCTION-^Phasel(CasemateWallE)—DESTRUCTION 
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4. more than a meter of burnt mud-bricks in second 

destruction 

5. White-slipped & Chocolate-on-White wares in Phase 2A 

6. abandonment of Building 7200 after Phase 2 destruction 

7. burnt brick of final destruction still visible today 
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2.1.4 ShUoh 

In Area H, stratum Vn saw the construction of the city wall and adjacent 

rooms. The city wall (L281) uncovered by the Danish expedition stretches 

about 12 m. The width is about 4.8 m. built of large fleldstones, and its inner 

face is adjoined by a series of small rooms. Two revetments, widening the 

entire length of the wall to 6 m., strengthen its foundations (Finkelstein et al 

1993:49). A section cut by the Israeli expedition passes through the adjoining 

rooms.* It revealed mudbrick debris of more than 1 m. depth with a 

conflagration layer. The layer contained broken MBm vessels found on the 

floors of the rooms (Finkelstein et al 1993:52). 

Similar to Area H, main elements of Area F are MBIII remains of the 

city wall and the adjacent rooms. The Israeli expedition uncovered a row of 

five rooms adjoining the inner side of the city wall. Just as in Area H, the 

rooms were filled with brick and stone debris to a depth of 1.2 m. The 

excavators note traces of burning as evidence of the destruction of the site at 

the end of the Middle Bronze Age (Finkelstein et al 1993:61). 

The sherds from the Area F rooms belong to the MBIII period. Among 

'No specific section is referred, but it is probably section D-D (Finkelstein et al I993:fig. 4.6). 
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them are three sherds of Chocolate-on-White ware (Finkelstein et al 

1993:Figs. 6.14:11; 6.21:1-2). The intact vessels in the rooms correspond to 

the last phase of the MBIII era at Shiloh. Thus, the excavators conclude that 

the destruction of the Middle Bronze Age Shiloh took place around the 

mid-16th century B.C.E. (Finkelstein et al 1993:94-95). 

The only deposit of Late Bronze Age Shiloh (Stratum VI) is the debris 

(L.407) in Area D. It overlies the MBm city wall and contains a large amount 

of Late Bronze Age pottery and animal bones. No architecmral remains are 

associated with the debris (Finkelstein et al 1993:43). No real settlement 

seems to have existed at this period, and very limited activity, if any, might 

have taken place. Therefore, the excavators suggest that the debris was 

associated with a cult place where the pottery vessels were brought and buried 

together with the numerous animal bones, probably resulting from the 

sacrifices (Finkelstein et al 1993:381). 

One sherd of Chocolate-on-White ware' was found in the debris, but 

other diagnostic vessels such as Bichrome ware are absent. The presence of 

the Chocolate-on-White ware, along with the ceramic assemblage of the 

drawing is available. 
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debris, led the excavators to conclude that following the destruction of the 

MBIII Shiloh, only a short dme must have elapsed before cult practices were 

resumed at the site. The activity continued from the end of the 16'*' century to 

mid-14th century B.C.E. It ceased completely before the end of the Late 

Bronze Age, and Shiloh was deserted until the Iron Age (Finkelstein et al 

1993:135-136). 

Summary of the above is as follows: 

Stratum VH (MBIII),DESTRUCTION -| 

'—^Stratum VI (no occupation/cultic activity),mid 14'*' BCE —•desertion 

1. more than a meter depth of mudbrick debris in Area H&F 

(city wails and adjacent rooms) 

2. Chocolate-on-White ware in destruction 

3. Cultic activity debris with Chocolate-on-White ware 

4. desertion before the end of the Late Bronze Age 
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2.1.5 Jericho 

Layers of destruction and burning separate the Lower Stratum (Middle 

Bronze Age) from the Middle Stratum (Late Bronze Age). Buildings almost 

wholly occupied the Lower Stratum, including part of the Palace to the west; 

and, an associated series of storerooms which extended down the slope 

eastward as far as, apparently at one time beyond, the older tower and rampart. 

In the Northwest, the Lower Stratum comprised a detached group of small 

rooms 61-63, and to the south it was bounded by a flight of cobbled steps 

(Garstang 1934:100-101; P1.XV). 

The designation of the houses as palace storerooms is disputed by 

Kenyon although many of them contained a large number of jars filled with 

grain. She indicates that the roads show that it was an ordinary quarter of the 

town, and that the building called the palace is quite obviously later in date. 

The houses were, in fact, of the type conmion then and up to the present time: 

The living rooms were on the first floor and storerooms were on the ground 

floor. There were clear examples of the little one-room shops found in modem 

suqs that have a door onto the street and no connection with the rest of the 

house. She, thus, suggests that this quarter of the town may have been one in 
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which com millers lived (1993:679). 

The 'storeroom' deposits of this stratum subdivide also into three levels 

which were called locally a, b and, c, though the preserved architectural 

remains meagerly represented the topmost of these. Probes through the lowest 

floors of some of the storerooms uncovered the presence of a fourth level 

anterior to this building, but relating to the same cultural era, that is. Middle 

Bronze 11. These four levels, a, b, c, d are represented in the sectional view of 

Rooms 40 and 41 at the top of P1.XVI (Garstang 1934:101). 

In room 39, these four layers are represented. The painted vase was 

found in the topmost at the spot a (Garstang 1934:Pl.XXn, 11). Found below 

the level of the adjoining wall-top of Room 39, the vase belongs to the Late 

Bronze Age. It lay in dark-colored earth debris, and was separated from the 

lower contents of the room by a layer of fallen brick. This And was registered 

by the letter a, which indicates in general the uppermost or superficial deposits 

of each numbered area, but the position and circumstances of discovery do not 

necessarily demonstrate the existence of a floor of occupation at that level 

belonging to the room itself. On the other hand, a real floor is demonstrated at 

a depth of about I meter, and a second half a meter below that. The setdement 



layers relating to these floors are registered as b and c respectively. Below the 

c floor a sounding uncovered remains typical of early MB n culture. These are 

classed as d. It would seem that the floor context c was characteristic of MB 

II, and that layer b belonged to the MB/LB transition (Garstang 1934:120). 

In Room 17, the interior revealed a clear picture of burning and 

destruction, and when the north wall had been excavated, two periods were 

discerned. In the earlier period, a doorway had communicated with Room 36 

(Garstang 1934:P1. XV). In the later, the doorway was flUed up with debris, 

and a line of stones upon the north wall marked a period of restoration, when 

evidently a new door was made with the sill, conmiunicating with Room 32. 

The new floor was thus about 1 meter above the old one. Over the wreckage 

and burnt debris of this level ran the ruined Palace, which Garstang calls the 

'Streak*. Concerning the contents of Room 17, the bottom floor c had been 

filled with pithoi, or large store jars, aligned orderly in rows and fllled with 

grain (Garstang 1934:122-123). 

Considering the collection of pottery in Pis. XXVn and XXVni, 

Garstang flnds it to be divisible into two classes. The earlier one is represented 

by the rare but distinctive decorated types of late MBII, including XXVH, 1,6, 
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13, 17 and 18; and XXVTII, 13,16, and 18. The later one is represented by the 

typical LB I fragments, XXVU, 9, 10, 12, 15 and 19; and XXVHI, 5 and 8. 

Garstang nodces that a line of cleavage rather than an overlap is suggested 

between the MB 1 deposits of this area and those of LB I, pointing to a local 

break or catastrophe in the 16'^' century B.C.E. (Garstang 1934:124-125). 

The condition of numerous remains of Rooms 71, 72 and 73 was very 

fragmentary for the most part (Garstang 1934:P1.XV). Garstang notes that this 

part of the building seems to have su^ered the destructive ejects of successive 

earthquake, fire, and the falling of the Palace wall. Nonetheless, it was 

possible to retrieve a number of the pottery objects of which an assortment 

from Room 73 is represented (1934:P1.XXVI). They were for the most part 

representative of level b, but they consist of a number which seem to 

characterize deterioration or advanced development. Undoubtedly there is in 

this instance a confusion between two superposed layers, where of the top 

layer (level a) appears to indicate a later or even transitional MBII period and 

culture. The artifacts within these rooms were unearthed among white ash, 

closely covered by a dense layer of charcoal and burnt debris, and overall was 

the fiill extent of the destruction layer of the adjoining Palace wall, the 'Streak' 
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(Garstang 1934:126). 

The date of the objects in Room 73 is not reliable, because the two 

layers were obviously intermingled. According to the number of characteristic 

painted fragments found in removing the debris: e.g. on Pl.XXVin (Garstang 

1934), nos. 2,4, 5, 6, 8 and 10, the Late Bronze Age was close when the 

deposits were laid down, and had in fact begun at the time these chambers were 

destroyed. While some of these were evidendy related to the 'Streak' itself 

(nos. 2, S, and 10), it is fairly apparent that some are to be associated with the 

mingled deposits among which they were unearthed: especially, nos. 4, 6, and 

8, which were actually taken from the white ash. A handle of a vase 

(1934:Pl.XXrV, 6) was taken also from the black burnt debris of Room 73 

(Garstang 1934:126-127). 

At the section cut through Room 40-42, Garstang found clear traces of 

the original floors of occupation (c) put to slightly di^erent uses. Great store 

jars essentially occupied almost the whole of Room 42 (1934:P1.XLI). These 

were stocked with various sorts of grain, which appear to have burnt, and the 

floor level was then clearly raised by tilling the chamber with earth in order 

that only the mouths of these vessels showed at the surface. It would seem that 
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in the narrow adjoining Room 41 the jars were thus disposed from the Hrst. 

They lay upon the charred wood of an earlier level which is seen to be 

successive below the wall foundations of Room 40. In the latter a number of 

small relics were uncovered at this deep level, while store jars along with other 

vessels were unearthed on the main floor, c, above (Garstang 1934:128). 

It seems that the main floor (c) had been generally devoted to the storing 

of grain in large jars, and this observation involves Rooms 14, 17, 29, 32-34, 

36, 37,61-65,71-73 and 76. Most of these rooms rendered traces of extensive 

burning in the lower levels, and the problem of covering the burnt floors 

appears to have been hurriedly resolved by filling up the original floor space 

with debris until the burnt produce was all concealed. The level thus reached 

became the new floor of occupation, and the walls were slightly raised to 

compensate for the loss of height. There are pink, white and black traces of 

burning of the floor contents in Room 40 (Garstang 1934:PI.XLII). The floor 

deposits of Room 44, on the other hand, as also in Rooms 11 and 18, produce 

no trace of burning below the second level, which is depicted on the west wall 

of Room 44 (Garstang 1934:128). 

So close is the general cultural relation between the contents of floors b 
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and c that, as Garstang states, they would seem to represent a continuous phase 

of art, interrupted by some political or military catastrophe. Room 44 rendered 

the relatively well defined two layers b and c. They are separated to some 

extent by a layer of burning visible upon its western wall (Garstang 

1934:P1.XLII). Store jars largely occupied the main floor (c). The major 

portions of sixteen jars remained in situ (1934:P1.XVI). On the same floor 

Garstang found also a number of smaller vessels, especially those numbered 1, 

2,4 and 14, which are characteristic types of MBII, as well as the unusually 

elongated specimen no. 13 (1934:Pl.XXin). Carbonized grain was abundant in 

the jars, and the floor level was supposedly raised about 80 cm to the level of 

the jar mouths before the store was burnt. At this level (b) Garstang found the 

remains of nine more store jars which had been arranged around the walls 

(Garstang 1934:128-129). 

Renewed excavation by Kenyon revealed a plan (phases li-lii) in which 

sufficient detail enabled a distinction of separate units, thanks to many of the 

walls surviving to sufficient height to reveal the position of the doorways. 

There seems to be three or possibly four separate units (Kenyon 1981:367). 

Unit i is bordered on the street side by wall HER, one of the two walls to 
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exist from the previous phase. It is accessed from the street by a single 

doorway, entering into Room B. The rest of the rooms are connected with one 

another. Room B is covered with a smooth mud plaster floor, which was burnt 

in the final destruction. A continuous floor guided through a doorway from 

Room B into Room A, probably the main room of the house. The final 

destruction burnt black the floor of the room, particularly on the north side, 

and there was a mass of burnt brick up to 1.70m. high in the north-west comer 

(Kenyon 1981;PI. 196b), inclining down to the south and east (1981:Section 

m). The destruction fill contained many sherds and many loom-weights, some 

on the floor and some c. 0.50 m. to 0.7S m. above it. It is therefore probable 

that they fell from an upper storey (Kenyon 1981:368). 

Unit ii does not show interconnection between its Rooms G, J, L, and 

N. In Room G, storage jars were lined up against the eastern wall HGD. In 

Room L, there was an east-west kerb of large stones set in clay. This area 

suffered noticeably heavy burning, and the destruction debris contained much 

broken pottery and loom weights, mixed with fallen burnt brick, again 

indicating collapse from an upper storey. Fallen burnt brick also filled Room 

N, but Room N had substantially less pottery than Room L (Kenyon 



1981:368). 

Unit iii (198 l:Pls. 195b, 197b) consists of Rooms H, K, and M to the 

south of unit ii, and to the east of wall HEX. The ground-floor plan shows in 

its final stage single, non-communicating rooms accessed from the street. 

They are likely to be shops, reminiscent of the sing-room ground floor shops 

of the Old City Jerusalem today. Room H attests to the severe burning of the 

Hnal destruction. A deposit of ash and burnt grain is shown on the floor level 

against the foot of wall HFP (1981:Section V). There was burnt grain in ajar 

embedded in the floor in the north-east comer of the room. A dipper juglet and 

lamp rested on the floor. There was a heavy layer of fallen burnt bricks. 

Mixed in the deposit was burnt grain. This destruction level also contained 

slanting, burnt beams from the upper floor or roof. A group of completely 

smashed storage jars was unearthed near the baulk, c. 1.70 m south of wall 

HFP. These made an accumulation of c. 50 cm high, with the lowest resting 

above fallen bricks and timbers. They therefore probably fell from an upper 

storey. Room K had the floor lower than the level of the street. Lying on the 

floor were three storage jars, a pedestal vase and a small jar. The room 

contained a significant amount of fallen brick which was not burnt, mixed with 
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a number of pottery vessels. In Room M, evidence suggests two periods, set 

apart by a burnt destruction level. Above the original floor lay a layer of burnt 

debris 20 cm thick, and then a new floor with the rebuilt walls. The flnal 

destruction fill consisted of solid unbumt brick (Kenyon 1981:368-369). 

Room F lies between unit i to the west and unit iii to the east. The room 

could possibly be a separate unit. Eleven storage jars were found grouped at 

the north end of the room (1981:198a, 198b). One of them was filled with 

burnt grain while others had only traces of their contents in them. A quantity 

of charred sticks, up to 4.5 cm in diameter lay in the burnt debris around the 

storage jars. The destruction fill contained a juglet, 19 loom weights, three 

quems and many sherds. Most of these finds lay about O.SO m above the floor, 

and had hence fallen from an upper storey (phase lii-liii) (Kenyon 

1981:369-370). 

The destruction was complete. Fire blackened or reddened walls and 

floors. Fallen bricks, timbers, and household utensils filled every room. Most 

rooms contained the heavily burnt fallen debris. However, the walls of the 

eastern rooms seem to have collapsed before they were burnt by fire (Kenyon 

1981:370). It is regrettable that no diagnostic pottery was found. 
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A period of abandonment followed the destruction. The stratigraphical 

evidence is striking. A layer of wash up to Im thick lies above the destruction 

debris, and cuts the remaining tops of the wails. The debris is compacted 

between the layer of wash and the walls, and is on a line sloping steeply down 

to the east. The debris consists of powdery streaks of burnt material —red, 

white, black, brown, and blue—which apparently illustrate a gradual erosion 

down the side of the mound. The streaks' thickness indicates that the process 

was a long one, the e^ect of continuous winter rains. This level is called 'The 

Streak' in Garstang's excavations (Kenyon 1981:370). 

After the period of abandonment, the plan of the buildings above the 

wash layer does not resemble that of their predecessors. Scanty and 

disconnected remains are found. In Square H HI, portions of three walls 

remain on the northern edge (1981:P1.199a). Only the stone foundations are 

discerned and even those had partially been trenched out in wall HGM. To 

the south of wall HGM, a very small area of intact floor remains. On the floor, 

a small oven was uncovered, and lying beside it was a juglet (198I:fig.l4;6). 

It is indeed Late Bronze Age, probably fourteenth century. Regrettably, rain 

water gulleys running down the hill were so destructive that the Late Bronze 
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Age levels had been almost completely removed before the Iron Age structures 

in this area were built. The evidence indicates that there was occupation here 

in the second half of the Late Bronze Age, but nothing more can be said 

(Kenyon 1981:371). 

Sununary of the above is as follows: 

Garstang Excavation 

Lower Stramm (MB)—DESTRUCTION—•Middle Stratum (LB) 

'Storerooms' Phase d —> c —•b (MB/LB) —»• a 

1. burnt grains in jars 

2. political or military catastrophe? 

3. mixed pottery in Phase b, no diagnostic pottery 

Kenyon Excavation 

DESTRUCTION (MB/LB) —^abandonment & gradual erosion 

4. Uniti: burnt floor and burnt brick, 1.70m high 

5. Unit ii: heavy burning, fallen burnt brick 



6. Unit iii: severe burning, a deposit cv ash and burnt grain, 

burnt grain in ajar, layer of fallen burnt bricks mixed with 

burnt grain and smashed store jars, fire blackened or 

reddened walls and floors 

7. no diagnostic pottery 

8. evidence of occupation in the second half of the LB 
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2.1.6 Gezer 

Field I 

In Field I (Stratum 7A: General Stratum XVTII), a complex—a stable or 

a shed—was found in Area 2. It contained well preserved traces of the roof, 

which rendered the evidence of destruction. A section of the roof had 

collapsed during conflagration and landed on Flagstone Pavement 2029 along 

with a few large store jars which had been on the roof at the time of collapse. 

The excavators discerned fragments of four charred wooden timbers (Dever et 

al 1970: P1.12A3), three of which were so fragile that they crumbled as soon 

as handled. The fourth one, however, escaped disintegration with near perfect 

preservation in a section ca. 38 cm long and ca. 15 cm across. On the bottom 

of the charred timber, which had fallen upside down, was the roof plaster 

consisting of several alternate layers of straw and yellow mud plaster ca. 2-3 

cm thick (Dever et al 1970: P1.12B). All four timbers lay in the direction 

corresponding to the walls in Areas 1 and 2. The excavators suggest that the 

excellent state of preservation was caused by the fact that the beams had fallen 

onto a solid stone surface and been subsequendy protected from disturbance, 

as well as from their complete carbonization (Dever et al 1970:54). 
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The long history of build-up was observed in Surfaces 2030 and 3030, 

south of Wall 2027. Upon straightening the main west balk of Area 3 just 

above the level of Surface 3030, the excavators found a curious earthen step or 

bench outlined by the ash of the subsequent destruction (Dever et al 1970: Plan 

II, Area3). Its height was about 30 cm, and the top showed a slight concavity 

with several striations of successive re-surfacing. Most parts of the structure 

remain in the balk (Dever et al 1970:54). 

Founded on the smooth compacted dust of Loci 4012.1/4018.1/4029, 

Wall 4014A was a major addition in Area 4. Having two surviving courses. 

Wall 4014A still had remnants of the original mud-plaster facing on both faces 

at several places. In spite of its having a foundation lower than Wall 4009, 

Wall 4014A must be a later structure than Wall 4009. This is, according to the 

excavators, because the slight bend in Wall 4014A and the conflagration of the 

stones at the point where the two walls approach the closest to each other can 

best be explained on the assumption that Wall 4009 was already there (Dever 

etal 1970:54). 

As the burnt and fallen roof was found over Flagstone Pavement 2029, 

violent destruction of Stratum 7A was attested elsewhere. Large stones fell 
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around the rim of Silo 2025 and smashed it. The stones must have come from 

Walls 2026 and 2027 (Dever et al 1970:P1.11 A). The silo was filled up 

completely by brick debris. The remains of the fiber clinging to the sidewalls 

of the silo indicated that the bricks were smoldering, because the preservation 

of the fiber was only possible when it was carbonized by burning or intense 

heat (Dever et al 1970:54). 

In Area 3, Surface 3030 was baked by the conflagration to a rock-hard 

consistency. There was a good bit of smashed pottery on the surface, including 

two small juglets (Dever et al 1970:P1.1 IB & P1.30:18,19). Evidence that they 

fell from a roof was found along the west balk. The balk rendered a sectioned 

wooden beam (Dever et al 1970:P1.10A, at right). Caught in the upper stones 

of Wall 3037 was a large portion of a charred beam. A thick band of 

destruction debris, over a meter deep in places, was spilled down the slope 

over almost the whole length of the field (Dever et al 1970:Plan II, L. 1031, 

2023, 3023, and 4008). The debris was especially climactic. The excavators 

observed that building stones and large quantities of decayed mud brick were 

tumbled across the area, more than a meter thick near the west balk but lensing 

out to the east, suggesting that it fell from somewhere to the west (Dever et al 
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1970:55, Pl.lOA). 

The pottery of Stratum 7A mainly belongs to the MB n tradition 

resembling that of Stratum 8 (Dever et al 1970:P1.31). Among the notable are 

the store jars, carinated bowls, piriform juglets and dipper juglets. On the 

other hand, LB influence is indicated by the presence of the flanged-rim 

cooking pots (P1.30;l) and the Bichrome sherds (P1.30:22,24). Thus, Stratum 

7 seems to have begun around the middle of the 15"* century B.C.E., and 

continued until the end of the century (Dever et al 1970:55). 

Field IV 

In Field IV, "South Gate" and MBU fortifications were uncovered. The 

plan of the gate previously excavated by Macalister was confirmed (Macalister 

1912:240-243). About one half of the passageway down to its stone paving 

have been re-cleared. The gate is an exceptional structure; the passageway is 

situated at the side of three pairs of large orthostats, which were almost six feet 

in height and ten feet in length. On top of them was the brick superstructure 

rising in places more than seventeen feet (Dever et al 1971:Fig.4). Large 

boulders were used to build accompanying leveling platforms on top of the 
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orthostats. This suggests that the passageway was originally covered over. 

The gateway had been cleared by previous excavations, but the excavators 

could still isolate traces of charcoal and brick debris at the bases of several of 

the orthostats. This indicates that the gateway was ended by violent 

destruction (Dever et al 1971:102). 

The same destruction caused the heavy fall of brick that previous 

excavations considered as part of the extender wall. This mistake has turned 

out to be fortunate because discovered beneath this undisturbed debris are 

domestic installations related to the final phase of the walFs use and to its 

destruction. Abundant restorable pottery in the destruction debris indicate 

MBnC/LBI period. Undoubtedly this destruction corresponds to that of 

Stratum 7 in adjacent Field I. The excavators credit both to the campaigns of 

Thutmose m in his conquest of Palestine ca. 1468 B.C.E. (Dever et al 

1971:102-103). 

Field VI 

Stratum lOB-A characterizes the end of the continuous occupation of 

Strata 12-10 spanning almost the whole MBII period. A destruction may be 
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expected to end this level as witnessed in the contemporary disruptions in the 

Fields described above. However, the excavators found no evidence of Field 

VI Stratum 10 destruction on any scale in the domestic quarter. Conversely, it 

appears that Stratum 9 in the 14^** century B.C.E. unaccountably overlies it 

almost direcdy (Dever et al 1986:32-33). 

Possible candidates for Stratum 10 destruction debris are L.23075 and 

33051 in Areas 23 and 33 on the lower terrace. Elsewhere Stratum 9 lies 

directly over the remains of Stratum 10. These loci comprise up to ca. 60cm 

of occupational debris including some destruction material. Overlying 

Stratum lOA surfaces are plaster, brick chunks, and organic material (Dever et 

al 1986:Plan VI). Nevertheless, it seems that these loci are simply Stratum 10 

material employed as fill for Stratum 9 surfaces. This is indicated by the small 

quantities of LBII pottery in the upper levels (Dever et al 1986:33). 

On the upper terrace, trenching activities upon Stratum 10 B-A have 

removed almost all overlying deposits. Thus, in situ material on Stratum I OA 

surfaces is found only in Area 25. A patch of mudbrick (L.25130) is deposited 

on Surface 25131 at the north balk (Dever et al I986:Section, Plan VII). The 

earthen surface is heat-baked and covered by a thin layer of smothered ash on 
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whicK lies some S0-7S cm of mudbrick chunks and detritus. It seems that this 

would be destruction debris, but the isolated nature of the material leaves 

doubt if it was in situ. This could simply be debris used as fill, and the 

excavators cautiously state that all they can say is that the scant pottery belongs 

to Stratum 10. Similar mudbrick detrims of Stratum 10 is found in Area 35, 

but it is less certain whether it is in situ. A level of marl and mudbrick material 

(L.35083) with ca. 30-45 cm thickness overlies Stratum 10 architecture and 

surfaces (Dever et al l986:Section, Plan VII). Yet, no indication of actual 

destruction is detected. It is possible that this material is simply occupational 

debris. Therefore, two explanations are presented for the mudbrick debris on 

the upper terrace: (I) It is used as Stratum 9 fill although later trenching has 

removed Stratum 9 deposits here. (2) It is Stratum 10 debris, which was 

washed in and deposited during a period of abandonment in LB I (Dever et al 

1986:33). 

The Stratum lOB-A horizon is around 1650-1550/1500 B.C.E. Some 

evidence indicates phasing within Stratum 10, but the excavators note that the 

overall impression is one of gradual, continuous buildup, with no interruptions 

until the very end (Dever et al 1986:35). 
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Field VI Stratum lOB-A does not render any definitive evidence for a 

destruction at the end of the MB II period. Nevertheless, this does not preclude 

a gap in settlement before Stratum 9. In fact, such a gap is warranted in 

post-Stratum 10 LBI, ca. 1500-1400 B.C.E., because the ceramic date for 

Stratum 9 indicates LBIIA (Dever et al 1986:36) 

Paradoxically, in spite of the ceramic evidence, it appears that the 

stratigraphic evidence initially indicates general continuity between Stratum 

10 and 9. However, ambiguity of this evidence is noted by the excavators. For 

instance, while Stratum 9 structures are often superimposed inunediately on 

Stratum 10 remains, a radical departure is represented by the architectural plan 

of Stratum 9. In addition, the fact that Stratum 7 trenching activities badly 

ruined Stratum 9 renders reconstruction unusually difficult. Therefore, the 

Stratum 9 stratigraphy inevitably awaits a further analysis (Dever et al 

1986:36). 

Sununary of the above is as follows: 

Stratum XVin(MBnC/LBIA)-DESTRUCTION—gap (Stratum XVO) 
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Field I 

Stratum 7A—DESTRUCTION-^gap until LBIIA 14'*' c. B.C.E 

1. Area 2 complex, collapsed roof, charred wooden 

timbers 

2. Area 3 step outlined by ash, baked surface, fallen 

roof, charred beam, over a meter deep destruction 

debris 

3. Area 4, conflagration of Wall stones, burnt and 

fallen roof, smashed silo filled up with brick debris, 

evidence of smoldering bricks 

4. presence of Bichrome sherds 

Field IV 

South Gate & MBII fortifications DESTRUCTION -•gap 

Field VI 

Stratum lOB-A destruction???—•gap 
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2.1.7 Tell Beit Mirsim 

In the northwest quadrant of the site, the excavations that reached 

bedrock did not find well-preserved stratification of the Middle Bronze Age. 

The southeast quadrant, however, was adequately preserved over the entire 

excavated area (Albright 1938:26). 

In stratum D, the excavation in the southeast quadrant revealed a 

patrician house, or palace, in SE22 (Albright 1938:plate 51). According to the 

excavator, little was found in rooms 1 and 4 except between 20 and 30 store-

jars, and what was found had certainly fallen from upstairs when the palace 

was burned. Rooms 8 and 5 were also quite empty at the time of the 

destruction. Although the foundations of the palace were deeper toward the 

south and southeast, the wall appears to have rested more here. This is 

characterized by the walls of the upper story fallen toward south and southeast, 

causing the debris of the conflagration to be concentrated in loci 2, 1, and 4 

(Albright 1938:37-38). 

A broken limestone stela' of the serpent goddess was found in room 1 

of the palace (Albright 1938:plate 21a&22). The excavator states that it was 

' Its width is about 29 cm and the height 41«5cm. Its thickness is I Icm (Albright 1938:42). 
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lying upside down in the debris of the final conflagration and the upper third 

was missing, presumably having been calcined and reduced to powder. A 

layer of powdered limestone that covered the stela was so thick that its face 

could not be distinguished at the time of discovery (Albright 1938:37,42). 

South of the narrow street in the southeast quadrant yielded "plebeian 

houses". Their distribution and delimitation cannot be determined, but the 

excavator notes that the inventory of these houses was relatively rich, 

especially in coarse vases, scarabs, and copper objects. This, according to the 

excavator, indicates only a destruction that was too rapid to give adequate time 

for looting. The loci in the fiuther southwest of the quadrant also yielded the 

"usual" great conflagration at the end of stratum D (Albright 1938:41-42). 

The destruction debris of stratum D contained the remains of human 

bodies in SE22-23-32-33. The remains were mosdy britde, belonging to six to 

eight individuals including children. They rendered the uniform position that 

all were lying on their faces. It is certain that these bodies were not properly 

buried. Thus, the excavator states that they belong to the slaughter of the 

inhabitants that followed the end of stratum D (Albright 1938:58). All in all, 

stratum D suffered an exceedingly thorough destruction complete with a 
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conflagration. It was a sudden catastrophe (Albright 1935:91). 

Stratum D contained Cypro-Phoenician base-ring ware." This is quite 

rare in stratum D: in fact, only two pieces were found (Albright 1932:25,107: 

plate 13:3 & 13:5). According to Serial List of Bronze-Age Objects 

(1938:81-93), the serial number of the first piece (13:3) is 726 and the 

provenience SE32D, which stands for southeast quadrant 32 in stratum D 

(1938:82). However, the second piece (13:5) is not listed among the serial list. 

This is probably because it is a small body piece while the first piece is a 

nearly complete one, yet the omission is regrettable. No information is 

available regarding the locus of the first piece other than the description above. 

In addition, the excavator does not mention whether these pieces specifically 

came from the destruction debris, though we may infer that they did. 

According to the excavator, the destruction of stramm D must have 

occurred some time between the latter part of the Hyksos period and the end 

of the sixteenth century B.C. It is proposed as a working hypothesis that 

' Stratum D also contained some vases related to the Tell el-Yehudieh type, but the true 
Yehudieh ware, with double handle, button-base, piriibrm body, white punctured dccoration 
on black burnished surface, seems to have become extinct (Albright 1933:85). The excavator 
also notes that bichrome ware is absent from stratum D probably because it was still rare at 
the end of the stratum (Albright 1938:59). 
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Stratum D was destroyed by Amosis (or Amenhotep I) (Albright 1932:35). 

After the destruction, there was a period of abandonment before the site 

was reoccupied in stratum C. The interval is confidendy affirmed by 

stratigraphy (Albright 1932:37). The excavator reports that there was a sharp 

cleavage between strata D and C all over the area in the southeast quadrant. 

Natural forces seemed to have gradually leveled the ruins of stratum D 

(Albright 1938:62). Palace rooms 4, 5, and 7 rendered storage pits that had 

been dug by "squatters" during the abandonment. The pits reaching to the top 

of stratum D stopped below the foundations of stratum C and did not project 

into C. The average diameter of the pits was a meter and a half. It is plausible 

that they contained chopped straw, though chemical analysis detected only 

inorganic matter (Albright 1938:38-39). 

The excavator admits that no clear evidence exists for the date of the 

reoccupation of the site after the end of stratum D. It is clear, however, that the 

site was abandoned for a relatively long period. The abandonment might have 

spanned the entire period of stramm DC at Megiddo (Albright 1938:79). 

According to the excavator, the fact that a gap exists in the settlement between 

strata D and C justifies the historical conclusion that the destruction of stramm 
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D was connected with the events which accompanied the Egyptian conquest of 

southern Palestine, after the expulsion of the Hyksos (Albright 1935:90-91). 

Summary of the above is as follows; 

Stratum D—DESTRUCTION—•gap, long period-^Stratum C(LBnA) 

patrician house 

1. store jars fallen firom upstairs 

2. destruction debris with upside down limestone plaster 

3. a layer of powdered limestone, conflagration 

plebeian house 

4. rapid and thorough destruction 

5. remains of human bodies lying on their faces 

6. Base-ring ware 

7. destruction by Amosis (or Amenhotep I)? 
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2.1.8 TeUel-'Ajjul 

City II:Palace 11 was built on the same outlines as City ni:Palace I. It is 

still not certain whether the palace was also affected by the destruction of City 

in. Palace I was possibly still in use at least at the beginning of City II. 

Afterward, a smaller palace-fort was erected (Palace II) using Egyptian 

techniques during the rule of the Fifteenth Dynasty, when the importance of 

the local dynasty was diminished. The date of the foundation of City 

II—about 1670 B.C.E.—is afHrmed by the scarabs of Ma-ib-Re Sheshi 

uncovered in some of the areas in the city's building deposits (Kempinski 

1993:53). 

The destruction can also be dated by the existence of scarabs in 

destruction deposits and graves, to the time immediately following the reign of 

Aa-user-Re (Apothis)—namely, after the fall of Avaris (Tell ed-Dab"a), in 

about 1570 B.C.E. Some s3mchronisms with Tell ed-Dab"a are recognized: 

stratum D2 contain bichrome ware as well as pottery similar to that from ' Ajj'ul 

stratum II. There are other resemblances between both sites, such as burial 

customs and architecture. The prosperity of City II is indicated by the gold 

hoards, a reflection of the economic and political importance of ^Ajjul at the 
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end of the Fifiteenth Dynasty. The armies of Ahmose probably destroyed City 

II, and scholars tend to identify *Ajjul with Sharuhen (Kempinski 1993:53). 

The domestic buildings rendered two phases of construction, both 

within the Thirteenth to Fifteenth dynasties. The ^t phase suddenly ended in 

a conflagration that left a thick layer of ash. Graves were dug in the debris 

shortly afterward. They were particularly numerous in block G (Lower G). 

The date of the phase is indicated by scarabs naming Neferhotep, Sheshi, and 

lesser kings of the sixteenth Dynasty. Then, the former building in block G 

underwent repair and rebuilding, and an additional network of rooms was built 

over the ashes of the old town near the southeast comer (Upper G), which 

continued in use until the reign of Aa-user-Re (c. 1570 B.C.E.) He ruled for 

more than thirty years and was still living at the beginning of the reign of 

Ahmose, who prevailed over him soon after 1570 B.C.E. (Tufnell 1993:52). 

Excavators noted that some walls were standing to a height of 3m. Thus, 

they suggest that the rooms were deserted but not destroyed. Due to 

denudation and insufficient excavation, stratigraphic or architectural 

consideration cannot clarify the relationship between the southeast buildings 

and the so-called palaces near the northwest comer. However, it appears that 
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during the settlement of the first and second palaces, bichrome ware and 

(probably contemporary) gold work were in use (Tufhell 1993:52). 

No scarab with the name of any of the ftrst four kings of the Eighteenth 

Dynasty (c. 1570-1504 B.C.E.) was discovered from the mound at 'Ajjul. No 

buildings, therefore, can be dated with assurance to their period. One 

trustworthy fact that may suggest the date of jewelry is a gold toggle pin 

uncovered in a grave holding a scarab identifying Aa-user-Re, in whose reign 

the buildings of block A were deserted. Whatever threat was at hand, the 

occupants had time to conceal their valuables in anticipation of an assault. The 

area was left uninhabited thereafter (Tufnell 1993:52). 

The next signs of settlement were centered near the northwest comer 

(City I:Fort HI or Palace HI). Joint cartouches of Hatshepsut and Thutmose HI 

confirm an Egyptian presence during their coregency, which ceased in 1483 

B.C.E. The quantities of both leaf-shaped bronze and copper arrowheads from 

the upper levels clearly indicate later enemy activity, perhaps during Thutmose 

m's first Syrian campaign. Aside from the fragments of a Mycenean IIIA2 

krater spread in area LA (areas L and A?), few remains of Eighteenth to 

Nineteenth Dynasty pottery or structures were found on the mound. 
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Excavators conclude that either they were swept away by wind and rain, or the 

main population had by then moved to the site of modem Gaza but continued 

to bury their dead in the long-established cemeteries (Tufnell 1993:52). 

Summary of the above is as follows: 

City n:Palace U—DESTRUCTION—City I:Fort IH or Palace HI 

1. destruction by Ahmose? 

2. prosperity with gold hoards, presence of Bichrome ware 

3. Join cartouches of Hatshepsut & Thutmose III in City I 

Domestic building (Upper G/Block A)—DESTRUCTION—•gap 

4. desertion before attack 
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2.1.9 Tell el-Far'ah (South) 

The Hyksos established the first settlement on the mound during Middle 

Bronze Age IIB. At the south end of the mound, excavators found the 

well-preserved remains of a flne mud-brick gate built on leveled earth with an 

under-bedding of sand. Towers flank the gate, but only the northwestern one 

has lasted. It acconunodated four small chambers. A stone-paved entrance 

and two sandstone steps led from the gate into the city. The excavation report 

does not explain the construction of the wall on the gate side and its juncture 

with the gate, but the plan indicates that about a third of the tower projects 

from the line of the wall. The ceramic finds suggest that the gate was in use 

during both the Middle Bronze Age Q and the Late Bronze Age, and 

excavators discerned two separate stages of construction: the first of brick 

and the second of clay piled on top of the earlier foundations (Yisraeli 

1993:441). 

Excavation at the north end of the mound uncovered architectural 

remains dating to the Middle Bronze Age 11. Similar to the way that the 

southern gate was constructed, the area was first surfaced with a layer of earth 

on which the building foundations were laid. The remains were unclear, and 
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the plan of the structure was not confirmed. A building inmiediately above the 

Hyksos walls had a paved courtyard and rooms on three sides (the fourth side 

was not excavated). Ovens were found in two rooms west of the courtyard. 

The buUding most probably dates to the Late Bronze Age II and was destroyed 

by fire. This possibly means that there was a gap between the Middle Bronze 

and Late Bronze Ages (Yisraeli 1993:441). 

Summary of the above is as follows: 

Mudbrick gate & buildings (MB 11)—gap? ^LBII 
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MB/LB Transition 

Hazor STRATUM: XVn -• XVI 

Area A 9C 9B 

Area H 3 —• 2 

Area K 3 -• 2 

Area B destruction? 

Area C 3 destruction 2 

Area P D -C destruction B "A 

Megiddo 

Area AA X —• VIIB (LBIIB) 

Area BB X IX (LBIA) 

Shechem 

East Gate Founding Phase-dcstnictioa-* Onhostat I'base-dcstnictiiNi -•gap 

Northwest Gate 5 >4—destruction— 3AB—destruction—2BA 

—destruction— 

Phase I—destruction 

Shiloh vn destruction VI (cultic) ->^gap 

Jericho 

Garstang Lower Stratum destruction, early Middle Stratum 

Kenyon destruction, early gap & erosion 

Gezer xvra destruction gap (XVTI) 

Field I 7A destruction gap 
Field IV South Gate & Fortification destruction sap 
Field VI lOB-A destruction? gap 
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MB/LB Transition 

Tell Beit Minim D destruction gap 

Tell el>Ajjul 

City Q:Palace 11 destruction City I:Fott/Palace ni 

Domestic Building destruction gap 

TeO d-Far'ah (S) Gate & Buildings gap -LBH 

Tell el-Dab*a 

East (A/I-IV) D/2 destruction? gap 

Northeast (AAO D/2 destruction? gap 

Citadel (H/I-IV) V - IV/l-3 (C/1-3) 

Core of Town Denuded gap 
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2.2 TeUel-Dab'a 

Before dealing with the Egyptian documents, we wish to survey a key 

site in the Nile Delta. The Hyksos capital of Avaris has been identified with 

the site of Tell el-Dab'a. The excavation revealed that Asiatic elements, or 

Canaanites, occupied the site during Stratum D/2, which rendered a highly 

Egyptianized local MBIIC culture. This stratum contains Cypriot pottery 

indicating its expanded relations with Cyprus. The repertoire includes White 

Painted, Bichrome, White Slip, Black/Red Slip, and Red-Polished wares 

(Bietak 1991:46-47). 

The center of the site (Area F/I) has been removed by modem plowing, 

and no evidence was recovered from the Area (Bietak 1991:4S). This left three 

Helds which have been excavated so far: Eastern Town (Areas A/II and A/IV), 

Northeastern outskirts (Area AV), and Citadel (Area H/I-IV) (Bietak 

1997:90). Recovering the evidence for the end of Stratum D/2, however, has 

been hindered by foundations of later Ramesside periods (Bietak 1991:47). 

Bietak admits the difficulty in determining to what extent destruction of the 

strarnm had been caused by warfare and by the occupation of the town by later 

Egyptian forces (1979:268). 
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Excavations in Area A/n and Area AJW have resulted in a lack of 

evidence of violent destruction. Bietak found no conflagration layer or 

corpses of slain soldiers in the large and separated areas A/II and AJV. 

However, the tombs were 'thoroughly' plundered. Entrance shafts in the 

houses to the large chambers were easily recognized (Bietak 1991:47). The 

excavator is inclined to believe that the stratum was abandoned abrupdy 

because plundering of all the graves is unlikely to have happened while the site 

was inhabited (Bietak 1979:268). According to Bietak, the abandonment may 

be connected with the end of Hyksos rule in Egypt, and Avaris might have 

surrendered before the plundering occurred (Bietak 1991:47). 

After the fall of Avaris, no evidence was found of continued settlement. 

The abrupt end of the archaeological material marked the early 18^ Dynasty, 

and no scarabs of the 18^** Dynasty type were found in Stratum D/2. The 

exception is the huge, sacred precinct in Area A/TV. Some limited 

assemblages were found in the precinct, probably the temple of Sutekh. It 

appears that the temple continued to be occupied, with only a minor 

interruption of a few decades, till the IS*** Dynasty. However, there is a gap in 

occupation in the rest of the city (Bietak 1991:46-47). 
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In Area H/I-IV, a citadel of about 50,000 square meter was unearthed at 

the western edge of Avaris. Its construction was during the later Hyksos 

period after 1600 B.C.E. After the fall of Avaris, Upper Egyptian troops 

occupied the citadel at the beginning of the 18^** Dynasty. The eastern part of 

the citadel revealed numerous postholes indicating that tents had been placed 

there. Ahmose must have brought Nubian soldiers from a Nubian campaign, 

as evidenced by the presence of domestic pottery of the Kerma culture as well 

as fine Kerma breakers. There were numerous sling shot projectiles as well as 

arrowheads of flint and whole bundles of bone arrow-tips. It seems that 

remains of huge grain silos in area H/IU were intended for the temporary 

storage provisions. At least five stallions were buried in the citadel. Hasty 

burial of human bodies was recognized in single and multiple graves. Some 

bodies were incomplete as if clearing operations had taken place before major 

building projects were initiated (Bietak 1997:115-116). 

The early 18"* Dynasty probably used the former citadel of the Hyksos 

as a stronghold. Bietak suggests that it was intended for the concentration of 

troops needed for Ahmose* s campaigns in southern Palestine. In fact, the 

so-called southern and northern Palaces of Ahmose at Deir el-Ballas, founded 
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by Seqenenre, father of Ahmose in Upper Egypt, share close parallels with the 

main elements of the citadel of the IS'*' Dynasty. The assumption can be made 

that it was Ahmose who commissioned the new residence at Avaris as a replica 

and replacement of the one at Deir el-Ballas (Bietak 1997:116). Lacovara 

(1993:27) indicates that Dier el-Ballas served as a campaign residence and 

base for the 17^ Dynasty in their struggle against the Hyksos, and was 

abandoned not long after their expulsion by Ahmose. 

The citadel in Avaris can be assumed to have a similar function. It 

appears that the 'campaign residence' was moved northward when Southern 

Palestine became a target for military operations. Particularly significant in 

comparison of the two sites is their platform foundation: the one at Avaris 

(area H/I) with 70 X 47m in size directly resembles the southern palace at Deir 

el-Ballas. This parallel implies that the citadel at Avaris was a fort with 

palatial features atop a high platform, in the center of which one can recognize 

a central court (Bietak 1997:116) (see page 92 for summary stratigraphy). 
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2.3 Egyptian Documents 

The Eighteenth Dynasty texts indicate Egyptian military activity in the 

Near East. Here, we will review the textual sources from Ahmose till the reign 

of Thutmosis III. 

2.3.1 Ahmose (1539-1514 B.C.E.) 

The first pharaoh of the E>ynasty led the war against the Hyksos and 

succeeded in dispelling the Hyksos from Egypt. The event is recorded in the 

biography of a naval offlcer, Ahmose Son of Abana, who served the king in 

the battle against the Hyksos and the ensuing campaign to Palestine. "When 

the town of Avaris was besieged, then I showed valor...Then there was 

fighting in Egypt which is south of this town...Then Avaris was despoiled..." 

(ANET 233): The fighting south of the town suggests that the Egyptians might 

have retreated before the fall of Avaris. After the fall of the Hyksos capital 

Avaris, the Egyptians pursued the Hyksos to Sharuhen: *Then Sharuhen was 

besieged for three years. Then his majesty despoiled it..." (ANET 233). 

Sharuhen is likely to be identified with Tell el-*Ajjul rather than Tell el-Far'ah 

(South) (see Chapter 1). 
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Soon after the conquest of Sharuhen, pharaoh Ahmose turned 

southward and fought in Nubia (ANET 234). After the Nubian campaign, it is 

possible that pharaoh Ahmose conducted another campaign in western Asia 

(Redford 1979:274-275). According to the biography of an officer Ahmose 

Pennekhbet, pharaoh Ahmose went to the region of Syria and Palestine called 

Djahy: "I followed King Ahmose, triumphant. I captured for him in Djahy a 

living prisoner and a hand" (James 1973:295; AR, II, §20). 

An inscription from the Masara limestone quarry records the works of 

another official Neferperet. "Year 22 under the majesty of the king. Son of Re, 

Ahmose...The stone was dragged with oxen which his majesty captured [in 

his] victories [among] the Fenkhu" (AR, II, §27). James notes that an 

uncertainty in the reading of this text makes it doubtful whether the oxen were 

captured in a campaign or supplied as tribute by the Fenkhu (1973:295). On 

the other hand, the conmion phrase, 'Vhich his majesty captured in his 

victories in...", may justify the restorations (AR, II, §27 note b). The term 

Fenkhu may have been a region of Canaan, Lebanon and Syria (Redford 

1979:274-275). 

A jar fragment with an inscription was found in a tomb which probably 
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belongs to the pharaoh's wife, Ahmose-Nefertari (Carter 1916:pl.21,no.4; 

James 1973:312). The inscription describes the king enjoying hunting in 

Kedem, which means "East" that seems to be in the region of Byblos (Redford 

1979:271). 

2.3.2 Amenhotep I (1514-1493 B.C.E.) 

Aside from campaigns against the Nubians and Libyans (AR, 11, 

§38-42), a gate inscription mentions his military activities in five Asiatic 

toponyms: Kedem, Tunip, Djaiony (d3iwny). Upper Retenu, and God's Land. 

They indicate that the focus of the king's military campaigns was on Syria. 

Amenhotep I marched north and east of his predecessor, and there is no record 

mentioning his campaign in Palestine (Redford 1979:270-287). 

2.3.3 Thutmosis I (1493-1481 B.C.E.) 

The inscription of the mature head of the naval forces, Ahmose Son of 

Abana, records Thutmosis Fs campaign in Retenu and Naharin: "His majesty 

arrived at Naharin. His majesty found that foe when he was planning 

destruction; his majesty made a great slaughter among them. Numberless were 
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the living prisoners, which his majesty brought off from his victories..." (AR, 

II, §81). The location is conflrmed by the biography of another officer, 

Ahmose Per Nekhbet, who wrote: "Again I served for King Okheperkere 

(Thutmosis I), triumphant; I captured for him in the country of Naharin, 21 

hands, one horse, and one chariot" (AR, II, §85). The Tombos Stela of the 

pharaoh claims that he reached the Euphrates river; "...his northern boundary 

as far as that inverted water which goes down-stream in going up-stream..." 

(AR, n, §73). Later, Thutmosis m describes erecting his boundary stela 

beside that of his predecessor by the Euphrates in Naharin: "He set up a tablet 

east of water (the Euphrates); he set up another beside the tablet of his father, 

the king of Upper and Lower Egypt, Okheperkere (Thutmosis I)" (AR, n, 

§478). 

2.3.4 Thutmosis II (1481-1479 B.C.E.) 

The biography of the now veteran officer, Ahmose Per Nekhbet, reports 

that he followed the pharaoh in his campaign against the Shasu: "I followed 

King Okhepemere (Thutmosis II), triumphant; there were brought o^ for me 

in Shasu very many living prisoners; I did not count them" (AR, II, § 124). The 
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Shasu bedouin are thought to have been in the Negev, but it is possible to 

locate the Shasu-region in southern Syria or northern Palestine (Giveon 

1971:219-220; Weinstein 1981:6). Regardless of the exact location, the battle 

was probably a minor skirmish (AR, 0, §123). 

2.3.5 Hatshepsut (1467-1457 B.C.E.) 

The battle itinerary of Thutmosis m records that the pharaoh reached 

Gaza with his army on the way to Megiddo: "Year 23, 1®' month of the third 

season, day 4, the day of the feast of the king's coronation—as far as the town 

of 'That-Which-the-Ruler-Seized,' Gaza" (ANET 235). This phrase may 

indicate that Gaza had been taken at some time prior to the campaign against 

Megiddo. When this earlier campaign took place, Hatshepsut was on the 

throne although Thutmosis in was commanding the army (Weinstein 

1981:241). One can always doubt whether the unnamed predecessor was 

indeed Hatshepsut. He could be Ahmose, Amenhotep I or Thutmosis I 

(Hoffmeier 1989:186). 
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2.3.6 Thutmosis HI (1479-1425 B.C.E.) 

The first campaign in regnal years 22 and 23 was aimed against 

Megiddo where the Canaanite coalition assembled with the Prince of Kadesh 

as the chief leader. Various entries recorded in the Annals and on various 

stelae establish the line of march as follows (ANET 234-238; AR, II, 

§408-443, 593ff): The Amama stela mentions that the pharaoh departed for 

Djahy from Memphis, with Megiddo as his distinctive target (ANET 234). 

The Annals records that the pharaoh passed by Sile, or Tjaru, on the 25'*' day 

of the 4'*' month of year 22 (ANET 235).' The Egyptian army arrived at Gaza 

nine or ten days later, after traveling about 150 miles. At Gaza, the Egyptians 

held a feast of coronation with the beginning of year 23 (AR, II, §417)." The 

pharaoh departed from Gaza the following day and continued the march north 

reaching Yehem 10 to 11 days later (AR, II, §418-419).^ 

The Egyptians would spend three days at Yehem, where the king held 

a council of war with his officers and decided on strategies in approaching 

'Approximately April 19 

'Approximately April 28 

^Approximately May 10 
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Megiddo (AR, II, §420-423). Departing from Yehem, the pharaoh arrived in 

Aruna and rested in his tent (AR, 11, §425)."^ The next day the Egyptians 

departed from Aruna and reached the Held surrounding Megiddo (AR, II, 

§427-429).^ The coalition forces were surprised by the Egyptian army that 

came through the narrow Aruna pass. The ensuing open Held battie led to 

Egyptian victory. The coalition forces quickly abandoned their camp and 

sought for protection inside Megiddo. In fact, the record states, "if only the 

army of his majesty had not given their heart to plundering the things of the 

enemy, they would have captured Megiddo..." (AR, II, §430-431).^ 

Having lost the oppormnity to take the city when the Canaanites were in 

retreat, the Egyptians were forced to lay siege on Megiddo. The seven-month 

siege finally resulted in the surrender of Megiddo (Helck 1956:1234,17-18; 

AR, n, §433-435). The importance of Megiddo is noted by the Egyptians: 

"...because every chief of every country that has revolted is within it; and 

because it is the capture of a thousand cites..." (AR, n, 432). After the 

•^Approximately May 13 

^Approximately May 14 

^Approximately May 14 
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surrender, the Canaanite princes were forced to take an oath of allegiance to 

the pharaoh, and were given charge of cities (ANET 238). One hundred 

nineteen cities, including Hazor and Gezer, were listed in the Kamak temple 

with the heading; "Roster of the countries of Upper Retenu which his majesty 

shut up in the town of the wretched Megiddo." (ANET 242). 

After the first campaign, Thutmosis III continued his campaign till his 

regnal year 42, which is summarized as follows; 

Second campaign, year 24 (AR, II, §444-449) Tribute of Assur and 

Retenu. 

Third campaign, year 25 (AR, 11, §450-452) Plants of Retenu. 

Fourth campaign, years 26-28 (AR, 11, §453) Lost. 

Fifth campaign, year 29 (AR, II, §454-462) Second caption; campaign 

in Zahi; capture of'*W'—sacrifice to Amon; spoil of city; capture of Arvad; 

list of tribute received "on this expedition;" sailed home. 

Sixth campaign, year 30 (AR, II, §463-467) Capture of Kadesh; tribute 

of Retenu; punishment of Arvad. 

Seventh campaign, year 31 (AR, II, §468-475) Capture of UUaza; 

tribute of Retenu; supplies for the harbors; harvest of Retenu; tribute of 
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Genebteyew; impost of Wawat. 

Eighth campaign, year 33 (AR, II, §476-487) Conquest of Naharin; 

battle in Nahaiin; the booty (capture of Carchemish); crossing of Euphrates; 

boundary tablets; tribute of Naharin, supplies for the harbors; tribute of 

Babylon; tribute of Hittites; Punt expedition; impost of Wawat. 

Ninth campaign, year 34 (AR, 11, §488-495) Surrender of 2^ahi towns; 

tribute of Retenu; supplies for the harbors; tribute of Cyprus; impost of Kush 

and Wawat. 

Tenth campaign, year 35 (AR, II, §496-503) Revolt of Naharin; battle in 

Naharin, king's booty; army's booty; impost of Kush and Wawat. 

Eleventh campaign, year 36 (AR, II, §504) Lost. 

Twelfth campaign, year 37 (AR, n, §505) Lost. 

Thirteenth campaign, year 38 (AR, II, §506-515) Capture of Nuges; 

booty of same; tribute of Syria; harbor supplies; tribute of Cyprus and 

Arrapakhitis; products of Punt; impost of Kush and Wawat. 

Fourteenth campaign, year 39 (AR, II, §516-519) Defeat of Shasu; 

Syrian tribute; harbor supplies. 

Fifteenth campaign, year 40 (AR, II, §520-523) Tribute of Cyprus; 
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impost of Kush and Wawat. 

Sixteenth campaign, year 41 (AR, II, §524-527) Tribute of Retenu; 

tribute of Hittites; impost of Kush and Wawat. 

Seventeenth campaign, year 42 (AR, II, §528-539) Campaign against 

Kadesh; overthrow of Erkatu, Tunip, Kadesh; booty of these; harbor supplies; 

tribute of unknown country; of Tinay; impost of Kush and Wawat. 

Most of these campaigns are directed against Mesopotamia and Syria. 

An exception is described in the biography of an officer, Amenemhab, 

mentioning a battle in the Negev: '1 fought hand to hand in the land of Negev. 

I brought o^ three men, Asiatics, as living prisoners" (AR, II, 580). After the 

battle, he joined pharaoh in Naharin and presented them to his majesty (AR, II, 

581). The event could have happened during the 6'*' or 8"* campaign 

(Hoffmeier 1989:188). 
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CONCLUSION: INTERPRETATION AND SYNTHESIS 

3.1 Destruction in Archaeological Record 

Destruction was observed at all sites surveyed above with the exception 

of Megiddo, Tell el-Fa'ah (South) and perhaps Tell el-Dab'a. The excavator 

of Megiddo does imply destruction; '\..the other walls of unit 5012 had been 

destroyed" (Loud 1948:102). No more information is provided, and this is not 

sufficient to warrant a claim of destruction of the city, though some scholars 

claim exactly that (Aharoni 1993:1010). Tell el-Fa'ah (South) seems to have 

a gap between MBII and LBII. Tell el-Dab'a underwent thorough plundering 

of the graves. This is a significant event in the light of the ancient Egyptians' 

obsessive respect for the dead. Despite cautious statements by the excavator, 

an abrupt event must have taken place, if not destruction. 

The sites rendered various evidence of destruction. Plundering of the 

graves at Tell el-Dab *a can be considered as one. A thick layer of ashes was 

observed in Hazor Area C. Area P also contained an ashy layer. At Shechem, 

destruction left more than a meter of burnt mud-bricks which are still visible 
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today. More than a meter depth of mudbrick debris was unearthed at Shiloh. 

Destruction at Jericho left traces of severe burning: burnt floor and block, 

fallen burnt brick, a deposit of ash and burnt grain, and burnt grain in jars. 

Walls and floors were reddened or blackened by Are. Uncovered at Gezer 

were collapsed roof and charred wooden timbers as well as a smashed silo 

fllled with brick debris. Destruction of Tell Beit Mirsim left store jars fallen 

from upstairs, a layer of powdered limestone, and remains of human bodies. 

Destruction occurred in various locations at the sites. At Hazor, a part 

of Lower City and a gate close to Upper City were destroyed. Other locations 

seemed to have suffered no destruction: Upper and Lower City Temples, a 

Lower City gate, and Upper City. At Shechem and Gezer, devastation is 

concentrated on the Gate and fortifications. At Jericho, 'Storerooms' were 

destroyed. Both patrician and plebeian houses were ruined at Tell Beit 

Mirsim. This indicates that destruction of a site tends to occur in a limited 

scale and that wholesale demolition of an entire city is less likely. 

Diagnostic wares found in the destruction provide clues to chronology. 

They are Chocolate-on-White wares. Monochrome, Bichrome, White Slip I, 

and Base Ring wares. The destruction layer without the wares may be early. 
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namely, late MBIU. The presence of the wares indicates that the destruction 

layer is slightly later, or MB/LB transition (Dever 1992b: 16). Therefore, Tell 

el-Dab'a (D/2), Hazor (XVH), Shechem, ShUoh (VH), Gezer (XVIU), TeU 

Beit Mirsim (D), and Tell el-*Ajjul (CitylliPalacell) can be placed in the later 

phase, MB/LB transition because these sites contained those diagnostic wares: 

Bichrome and White Slip at Tell el-Dab'a, Monochrome at Hazor, 

Chocolate-on-White and White Slip at Shechem, Chocolate-on-White at 

Shiloh, Bichrome at Gezer, Basse-Ring at Tell Beit Mirsim, and Bichrome at 

Tell el-'Ajjul. This consistency could not be a mere coincidence. On the other 

hand, no diagnostic ware was found at Jericho; thus, the site was destroyed 

sometime in the Middle Bronze Age. 

Sites after destruction also show some consistency. Overall, sites 

experienced 'collapse* as gaps in occupation followed at seven sites: Tell 

el-Dab'a, Shechem, Shiloh, Jericho, Gezer, Tell Beit Mirsim, and Tell 

el-'Ajjul, whose domestic building was deserted while City I:Palace in 

continued. Hazor's Area C and P continued despite destruction. Other Areas 

at Hazor enjoyed smooth and uninterrupted transition without destruction. 
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3.2 Egyptian Campaigns 

Weinstein's observation is correct tliat there is minimal evidence for 

Egyptian military activity in Palestine after the reign of Ahmose until the reign 

of Hatshepsut (1981:6). Most of the campaigns between the two rulers appear 

to have targeted Syria. In addition, most of Thutmosis Ill's campaigns are 

directed against Mesopotamia and Syria. Here, the three cities that the 

Egyptians claimed to have taken warrant our attention: Tell el-Dab^a, 

Sharuhen and Megiddo. 

The siege and plunder of Avaris recorded in the Egyptian text (ANET 

233) are well-attested in the excavation of Tell el-Dab'a. While the difficulty 

exists as to what extent the destruction of the stratum D/2 had been caused by 

warfare and by the occupation of the town by later Egyptian forces, there can 

be no doubt who is responsible for the demise of the Hyksos capital: It was 

Egyptians led by Ahmose who ^destroyed* Avaris and thoroughly plundered 

the graves. The thorough plunder of the graves indicates punitive action 

against the hated Hyksos. With the campaign residence at the former Hyksos 

capital, Ahmose planned to break the power of the Hyksos in southern 

Palestine and attacked Sharuhen (Bietak 1996:63). 
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The text regarding Sharuhen records that Ahmose despoiled it (ANET 

233). This led some to claim that there is nothing to suggest that it was leveled 

(Hoffmeier 1989:184). Indeed, there is no archaeological evidence for this at 

Tell el-'Ajjul. Tell el-'Ajjul is highly likely to be identified with Sharuhen not 

just because the site was destroyed but because Palace III existed after the 

destruction. This satisfles the existence of a garrison at Sharuhen during 

Thutmosis III (ANET 235). Tell el-Fa'rah (South), on the other hand, had a 

gap in occupation during the period and cannot support the garrison 

supposedly stationed there. 

The seven-month siege at Megiddo resulted in the surrender of the city. 

No textual evidence suggests that Megiddo was leveled (Hoffmeier 

1989:187). Similarly, there is no archaeological evidence to suggest that the 

city was leveled. Both the textual and archaeological evidence complement 

each othen the city indeed surrendered as Thutmosis HI claims. 

Associated with the battle of Megiddo is the list of 119 cities at Kamak 

Temple. Some claim that this was not a record of destroyed cities because 

these cities were not described as '*taken". In addition, they point out that there 

was not enough time during the march toward Megiddo to besiege other cities 
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and destroy them before reaching the city (Hofftneier 1989:188). 

However, historical reconstruction based solely on textual evidence is 

no longer tenable. One cannot rule out the possibility that the cities were taken 

simply because of lack of textual data. On the other hand, it is true that 

Thutmosis Ill's primary objective was to punish the revolt at Megiddo, and the 

king's march seemed to be in haste, only taking about one month to journey 

there. The time span might have been too short to capture the 119 cities on the 

way to Megiddo. Nevertheless, the seven-month siege would have given the 

Egyptian army ample time to dispatch auxiliary forces against those cities. 

The scenario is highly likely since the Egyptians appeared to have waited until 

the food resources of Megiddo ran out instead of engaging the enemy. The 

evenmal surrender of the city also provides support for this. 

3.3 Cause of Destruction 

Various causes can be suggested for the destruction of the Middle 

Bronze Age cities in Palestine: Hurrian invasion, earthquake, local ^-e, 

internal warfare, and the Egyptian campaigns. Hurrian invasion has been 

thoroughly refuted as shown in Chapter 1. No data support such a cause. An 
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earthquake is able to cause wide scale destruction, but the traces of seismic 

activity that should be evident archaeologically simply do not exist. Local fire 

can cause major destruction as occurred at Ancient Rome. However, the 

consistency in the destruction date leaves little possibility for such an event. 

Almost all destruction took place during a later phase, eliminating the 

probability that spontaneous local fire occurred in a relatively short time span. 

Internal warfare can result in widespread destruction among cities. 

Nonetheless, the consistency of occupational gaps during post destruction 

excludes such warfare. Tainter has shown that conflicts between Canaanite 

cities would have led to cycles of expansion and contraction rather than 

collapse (1988:89). Had the internal warfare actually occurred, some sites 

would have enjoyed expansion while others would have contracted, there 

would not have been the widespread abandonment or collapse of cities that we 

have observed in Palestine. The Egyptian campaigns have the potential to 

provide the cause of destruction. The Egyptian model can explain why 

destruction consistendy occurred in the same phase and why gaps of 

occupation consistendy followed the destruction. Despite the minimalist 

views of some scholars, the Egyptian campaigns still remain the most plausible 
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cause of the end of the Middle Bronze Age in Palestine. 
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